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Executive Summary 
This interim report presents a compelling case for investment in Infrastructure Systems within Exeter that 

supports Exeter City Futures’ goal to make the city Energy Independent and Congestion Free by 2025. This 

Interim Economic Report sets out the benefits of the Exeter City Futures programme based on an 

independent review of the proposed interventions. The analysis, conducted and validated by Vivid 

Economics, builds on the comprehensive technical work to date. This work includes the Energy 

Independence Report (City Science 2017) and the forthcoming Strategic Transport Report – “Virtual Roads”. 

 

Section 1 of this report sets out an urban development framework and proposes a model to evaluate and 

quantify the extent to which enhancements across Infrastructure Systems will improve productivity and 

provide a catalyst for major economic stimulus within the region. 

 

Section 2 sets out the baseline situation and defines a comparator group for the subsequent analysis. This 

‘current state’ assessment paints a picture of a diverse region with strong public institutions and high 

employment but notes weakness in productivity, innovation and exports relative to the comparator group 

and the cities to which the region aspires. It also sets out the current costs and challenges resulting from 

the energy and transport status quo. 

 

Across a number of key economic metrics, Exeter is shown to compare unfavourably to its peer group:   

– Exeter City’s GVA per worker is toward the lower end of its comparator group – if it had the same 

level of productivity per worker as Bristol or Brighton, its GVA could be about 12% higher  

– The Devon region scores poorly for innovation, ranking 29th out of 38 regions (Centre for Economics 

and Business Research local innovation index) 

– Greater Exeter falls near the bottom of the comparator group for its share of ‘knowledge intensive’ 

businesses – falling someway short of Bristol and Brighton 

– Greater Exeter is the fifth lowest exporting region of the UK (Centre for Cities, 2017)1  

– Greater Exeter also appears to be losing younger workers to other regions. Exeter Local Authority 

(LA) is below the national average for labour force size in the age range including recent graduates 

from university – 20-24 year olds comprise only 10% of Exeter’s work force, compared to 13% 

nationally. 

 

Further aspects of underperformance relate specifically to the current provision of energy and transport. 

Qualitative studies and stakeholder interviews point consistently to the fact that Greater Exeter suffers 

from relatively poor infrastructure, especially ICT and transport. Levels of congestion into and out of Exeter 

City are particularly problematic (Inrix, 2016) and as a result, CO2 emissions per capita are relatively high.  

 

The following sections develop the case for the Exeter City Futures’ programme, demonstrating the 

opportunity and value creation the initiatives could deliver. Many initiatives have been found to be cost-

effective today and could be implemented with positive net present values. 

 

Section 3 establishes that £1.8bn of potential NPV benefit could be obtained through the enactment of 

cost-effective measures across Energy Efficiency and on-site generation. The analysis concludes that 

                                                      
1 On an exports-per job basis 
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investment into these initiatives would create 8,700 jobs by 2025, and deliver £465m of increased GVA per 

annum. The cost-effect measures are also seen to produce a 20% reduction against current energy cost – 

an important gain for a region that imports roughly 90% of its supply.   

 
Section 4 develops a model for the evaluation of transport interventions, valuing the benefits across value-

of-time, safety, fuel savings, pollution, physical activity and maintenance. The model establishes that 

£1.3bn of NPV benefits would result from the interventions identified to date and that comparable levels of 

stimulus may be forthcoming from the programme roll-out, dependent on specific infrastructure costs.  

 

Finally, Section 5 discusses the export benefits from further innovations within the Energy and Transport 

sectors. Here the report concludes that innovation in the energy and transport sectors offers significant 

additional opportunity to improve the regions’ productivity and growth, to stimulate jobs promote and 

economic expansion. In total, innovation-driven improvements carried out between now and 2025 in these 

two sectors could create over £3 billion in net present value for the region.2 Such improvements represent 

a potential win-win for Greater Exeter - increasing per capita income, while improving health outcomes and 

environmental sustainability. 

 

Taken in aggregate this report demonstrates that the Exeter City Futures’ programme, if successful, could 

create up to: 

 

• £3.9bn of NPV benefits in the base-case (and £6.1bn of NPV benefits in the high case when 

considering maximum innovation and export benefits) 

 

• The creation of up to 8,700 jobs by 2025 (excluding jobs related to the establishment of new 

innovative companies) 

 

• £860m of annual GVA uplift from the measures introduced and their associated stimulus effects. 

 

Infrastructure Systems straddle the city’s existing assets, skills and areas of expertise. As a global market, 

forecast to be worth £1.2tr by government, Infrastructure Systems represents a compelling and ambitious 

pitch with the potential to deliver significant productivity, innovation and export gains. 

                                                      
2 All net present value calculations in this report are for interventions implemented to their full potential until 2050, but whose 
costs and benefits are modelled beyond that depending of the lifespan of the assets in question. This assumes interventions are 
extended should their lifespans expire before 2050, and that those renewed close to 2050 continue to provide benefits beyond 
2050. All net present value figures are discounted to 2018 
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1 Urban Development Framework 
 

This report outlines the economic benefits of interventions in energy and low-carbon transport in the 

Exeter region. This work sits in the broader context of Exeter City Futures’ programme, which is engaging 

with experts and the community to develop a vision for transforming the Greater Exeter area. Exeter City 

Futures has set a challenge for the region to be energy independent and congestion free by 2025 

(O’Driscoll, ECF presentation). It is also designing a set of programmes to advance this vision, including the 

development of Incubator and Accelerator projects.  

 

We have evaluated measures proposed to support the Exeter City Future’s programme. In particular, the 

economic analysis in this report assesses the costs and benefits to the region of moving toward energy 

independence (City Science Corporation, 2017a) and creating a ‘congestion-free’ transport system (City 

Science Corporation, 2017b), building on technical analysis conducted in previous reports. 

 

Error! Reference source not found. lays out the methodological components of this economic evaluation, w

hich assesses the potential economic impacts against a baseline for comparison. The baseline uses business 

as usual projections for the Greater Exeter region to 2025.  

 

1.1 Improved Productivity 

We focus our analysis on a calculation of the net economic benefits to the region conceptualised in terms 

of improved productivity and corresponding per capital increases in economic output. These calculations 

are represented in net present value (NPV) terms,3 and represent core economic growth benefits. We first, 

calculate net economic benefits from energy efficiency and renewable energy generation measures; and 

then from transport interventions designed to reduce congestion and improve the efficiency of the system. 

Finally, we estimate potential net economic benefits to Greater Exeter from developing leading industries 

in the energy and transport (related) sectors, generating higher value-add from exports. In some instances 

we also outline the additional benefits to the region in terms of other environmental and welfare 

indicators. 

 

1.2 Stimulus effects 

In addition to this calculation of net economic benefits, we also calculate a set of gross economic 

stimulus effects, not accounting for potential displacement in other sectors. For both energy and 

transport measures, we calculate the regional employment impacts against a baseline, as well as the gross 

value added associated with these employment impacts. These benefits are akin to stimulus effects, as 

their net economic impact will depend on their ability to draw in currently underutilised workers, or else, to 

draw economic activity from other UK regions. As such, they may be subject to considerable “crowding 

out” depending on factors outside the scope of this study. 

 

                                                      
3 Net present value is calculated by subtracting costs from benefits for each year of the study and discounting to 2018 using a 3.5% 
social discount rate, as recommended in HMT’s Green Book for projects in the public interest (HM Treasury, 2011) 
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Figure 1. Economic evaluation methodology for energy and transport interventions in Greater Exeter 

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

1.3  Modelling Framework 

Innovation in the Energy and Transport sectors could form a catalytic part of a broader urban 

development pathway for the Greater Exeter Region. Figure 2 shows the interaction of these effects 

within the broad urban development framework and illustrates how this evaluation fits into the larger 

opportunity. This provides context for our analysis, and offers a comprehensive methodology for the 

Greater Exeter Region to map out its overall development strategy. 

Cities can be seen as a system with basic inputs transformed through various (productive) functions that 

ultimately provide valuable outcomes to the people involved. These urban systems consist of multiple 

layers, with differing degrees of complexity and interrelatedness. How these layers function and interact 

drives a city’s performance, no matter how that is defined.  
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The Urban Development Framework seeks to delineate the channels through which agents can influence 

and stimulate this city (or regional) system to improve outcomes. It consists of various core elements: 

 

– Inputs to the urban system: A city or region is not a closed economy. It competes for scarce resources 

on national and international markets. Some of these may originate in the local region, and may be 

retained or they may leave. Others may originate from outside the region but can be attracted to a 

complementary environment. For example, financial capital will flow to more productive regions, new 

technologies will flourish where the ecosystem is well-suited to embed and develop them, and people 

will locate where their skills are well utilised and developed, where quality of life is high and where the 

regional ‘vision’ or ambition is clearly articulated. 

 

– The local city sectors and interlinked systems: This includes a series of activities that transform the 

available inputs, and the interactions between them.  

 

o Enabling and facilitating sectors that provide a shared set of fundamental goods and services 

that support general welfare and facilitate other productive activities. These enhance residents’ 

human capital, the quality of life for (prospective) residents, and improve the business 

environment for (prospective) investors. These include infrastructure, development of the 

workforce and population, and the policy and regulatory environment. 

 

o Productive sectors and their component businesses, which produce valuable goods and services 

for consumption in the region and for trade with other regions, and which provide gainful 

employment to the population. The diversity and productivity of these sectors drives incomes and 

job satisfaction; and attracts and develops financial capital, human capital and technology. 

  

o A network of city sub-systems defining the inter-relationships across sectors (and the people 

active in those sectors) that drive collective effectiveness and synergistic effects. Their boundaries 

and composition are often amorphous, but might include the innovation ecosystem, industrial 

clustering, community organisation, and spatial form and connectedness. 

  

– Outcomes for the region that define its performance. Each city or region may define these somewhat 

differently, depending on individual and collective preference. These might include short and long-

term growth (GVA and labour productivity) broader economic performance (employment and job 

quality), health and wellbeing, ecological value, quality living and communal spaces, and cultural 

vibrancy. These would be best summarised in the form of ‘city accounts’ that enable tracking of 

changes in outcomes, and of the appreciation or depreciation of the city or regional assets across all 

economic stakeholders in the region.  

 

Urban areas are socio-economic and environmental entities that go beyond historically defined 

administrative borders. Urban development strategies will be most effective if they encompass the 

‘greater urban area’, ensuring that policy measures made to the benefit of one local authority do not 

detriment another. Even beyond this, such strategies will need to consider broader regional and national 

interactions both in terms of trade and competitiveness, and in terms of regional and national policies of 

local relevance. 
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Figure 2. Vivid Economics Urban Development Framework 

 

Source:  Vivid Economics 

 

1.4 The role of innovation in energy and transport 

Innovation in the energy and transport sectors supports a number of aspects of improved urban 

development owing to the sectors’ widespread roles and large share of infrastructure investment and 

operational cost. Energy and transport are core pieces of infrastructure directly facilitating productivity 

across all sectors, improving basic services for residents and essential influencers of ‘quality of life’. The two 

sectors drive demand for existing and new industrial goods and information services and support the 

production and distribution of these goods. Finally, they serve as cornerstones of major sub-systems such 

as innovation ecosystems and industrial clusters, and in the case of transport, urban spatial form and 

connectedness. 
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The direct role of energy and transport in the urban system is that of ‘infrastructure’ that provides basic 

services to residents and enables greater productivity across all sectors. Affordable and sustainable 

energy and transport can improve the quality of life of residents across multiple dimensions – saving them 

time and money, and reducing their exposure to pollution and other hazards. Efficient energy and transport 

help all businesses and economic actors by reducing their costs, improving their logistics and enabling 

greater agglomeration effects. 

 

In terms of stimulating the local economy, clean energy drives significant ‘localisation’ of  production and 

employment as compared to dirty energy. A large proportion of local expenditures on traditional fossil fuel 

energy flow outside the region, primarily toward fuel producing regions, and to a lesser extent, to a very 

small set of global manufacturing centres specialising in fossil fuel plant technologies. In contrast, local 

expenditure on clean energy technologies can remain in the local economy to a far greater extent in the 

form of ongoing installation and maintenance. This is not necessarily beneficial in itself, but could be 

attractive in urban areas where unemployment is high, especially among those with appropriate skills. 

  

‘Clean’ energy and transport are high growth sectors and are strongly connected to other centres of 

innovation. Clean energy and transport technologies represent central components of Infrastructure 

Systems, a market believed by Government to be worth 1.2 trillion per year by 2025 (Innovate UK, 2016). At 

the same time, they are strongly connected to other areas of innovation, such as semiconductors, the 

Internet of Things, Automation, Big Data, AI and other ICT and digital technologies, composite and 

advanced materials, and high value manufacturing. As such, a competitive advantage in these areas can 

strengthen innovation ecosystems and broader industrial clusters.  

 

More fundamentally, well-designed transport systems in particular play a critical role in determining a 

city or region’s spatial form and connectedness. This drives a wide array of ‘agglomeration effects’ with 

positive economic and social benefits, including greater sharing of ideas, improved localised trade, and 

greater social and economic inclusion. For smaller urban areas, this also helps expand the relevant regional 

economy, and hence access to broader labour and capital markets, more extensive supply chains, and 

deeper knowledge networks. It can also increase a region’s attractiveness to residents who are more able 

to access jobs, housing and surrounding natural and cultural amenities. 

 

Even more broadly, demonstrable leadership in areas like clean energy and transport can play a role in 

building a positive city ‘brand’ among (prospective) residents who assign positive value on innovation and 

sustainability in their own right. The brand of a region, articulating vision and ambition, is ultimately what is 

seen by the outside world. Often underestimated by economists and policy-makers, this brand is an 

essential component in attracting the new businesses, innovators and highly-skilled workers necessary to 

fully establish a prosperous knowledge economy. 
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2 Exeter Area Baseline 
This section sets out the baseline for the region’s economy, both today and in the future. We set out the 

data sources used, and highlight assumptions made for future forecasts. Then we display the current 

baseline of Exeter, including recent trends where useful and available.  

 

2.1 Defining the Greater Exeter region and identifying 
comparators  

The Greater Exeter Area is comprised of four local authorities (LAs) – Exeter, Mid-Devon, East-Devon and 

Teignbridge. However, available data varies in its regional disaggregation. In our analysis, we compare data 

using five different levels of geographic aggregation: 

 

‒ Exeter Parliamentary district: The Exeter parliamentary district covers all but two wards within the 

city of Exeter. The East Devon parliamentary district contains two wards within Exeter city, as well as 

those within East Devon local authority. Our analysis uses earnings data at the parliamentary district 

level for value of time estimations. 

 

‒ Exeter LA (local authority): our primary source of data is government statistics at subnational level, 

down to local authority. There are over 400 distinct local authorities across the UK.  

 

‒ Exeter PUA (primary urban area): our primary data source is the UK Centre for Cities, which collects 

and analyses data for 63 urban areas across the UK. The PUAs are a build-up of local authorities (LAs). 

For example, Exeter PUA comprises only Exeter LA, while Bristol PUA includes both the City of Bristol, 

and South Gloucestershire LA. Similarly, London PUA comprises close to 50 local authorities (Centre 

for Cities, 2016).  

 

‒ Greater Exeter: we aggregate data from four local authorities comprising Exeter, Teignbridge, Mid-

Devon and East Devon.  

 

‒ Devon County Council (NUTS3): Where data is not available at the local authority or city level, we use 

NUTS3 regional data, which is provided for Devon county, net of Torbay and Plymouth. This level of 

aggregation includes eight LAs, the four of Greater Exeter as well as South Hams, Torridge, West 

Devon and North Devon. 

 

‒ County of Devon (NUTS2): In some cases, data is not available at a sufficiently granular sub-national 

level. In these cases, we step up one level of aggregation and present statistics for all of Devon, the 

county containing Greater Exeter. 

 

2.2 Defining the Comparator Set  

 

We can define the comparator set in three principal ways: 
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– Heuristically: Following consultation with regional and national stakeholders, we define a set of 

regions which they considered most comparable to the Exeter region 

– Reference class forecasting: We use statistical cluster analysis to determine those regions that are 

most similar to Exeter across a range of variables. 

– Sector structure: Analysis of sector structure can be used to identify those regions that appear to 

have a comparably ‘complex’4 economy as the Exeter region. 

 

Table 1 summarises the comparator sets generated by each of these approaches. We highlight in blue 

those that appear across categories and are presented as a comparator for the Exeter region in this 

baseline summary section. 

Table 1. Defining a comparator group for Exeter City 

Heuristics Reference Class Forecasting Sector Structure 

Bristol Norwich Chelmsford 

Cambridge York Lincoln 

Manchester Bournemouth Worcester 

Brighton Southend Preston 

Milton Keynes Brighton Plymouth 

Norwich Worthing Bristol 

Hull Portsmouth Bournemouth 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

In general, we do not show combined Greater Exeter when making comparisons to Local Authority 

regions (LAs) of the UK. This would be misleading, as we are not aggregating the LAs at any other level. 

Instead, where we present statistics at local authority level, we highlight each of the constituent LAs 

comprising Greater Exeter and present these alongside comparator LAs. 

 

 

 

  

                                                      
4 Complexity economics is the application of complexity science to the problems of economics. Emerging Economic Complexity 
Indexing was used at a sub-national level to determine a comparator set based on data from the UK Business Register and 
Employment Survey. 
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2.3 Summary statistics for the Greater Exeter area 

2.3.1 Overall economy 

The Greater Exeter region has a diverse economic composition – with important differences between the 

LAs within the region. Exeter City is the economic centre of Greater Exeter accounting for 41% of GVA 

and 45% of Employment. Exeter City leads the other LAs in terms of GVA produced – Exeter City’s GVA is 

around £4.3bn, East Devon and Teignbridge both have GVAs of ~£2.3 billion, while Mid Devon has a GVA of 

£1.3 billion (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. Exeter City contributes the largest share of GVA and employment in the Greater Exeter region 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from the UK Office of National Statistics 

 

2.3.2 Sectoral composition 

Greater Exeter has a high proportion of public sector employment (GE 24% vs UK 19%). Greater Exeter is 

comparable with the rest of the UK in terms of construction and business services (GE 11% vs UK 12%) and 

agriculture (GE 2% vs UK 1%).5 The region has lower than the national average share in manufacturing (GE 

6% compared to UK 10%), information and communications (GE 4% vs UK 7%), and finance (GE 2% vs UK 

7%) sectors. Across the four LAs, public administration is particularly large in Exeter City, while mid Devon 

has relatively large manufacturing and agricultural sectors, as shown in Figure 4. 

                                                      
5 NOTE: the ONS data on employment does not include ‘farm agriculture’, so these may be somewhat underestimated. 
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Figure 4. Greater Exeter sector composition of GVA and employment 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from the UK Office of National Statistics 
Notes:  the SIC codes used in this chart are:  

A: agriculture – which includes all agriculture, forestry and fishing activities  
BDE: production other – includes all production other than manufacturing, including mining, quarrying and utilities 
C: manufacturing – productive sectors classified as manufacturing 
F: construction – construction activities 
GHI distribution – includes motor trades, wholesale and retail activities, transport and storage including the postal 
service, and accommodation and food services 
J: information and communications  
K: finance –includes financial and insurance services 
L: real estate – including property related activities 
MN: business services – which covers professional scientific and technical activities, and business administration and 
support services  
OPQ: public administration – which includes public administration and defence, education and health 
RST: other services –which covers the arts, entertainment  

 

2.3.3 Population and employment 

Greater Exeter’s population is comparable to city populations in other areas of the UK. Figure 5 shows 

that Greater Exeter’s population of around 400,000 is at the top of the range of the comparators used in 

this report, most notably above the Bristol and Bournemouth Local Authorities. However, the City of Exeter 

LA alone is relatively small compared to other single-LA areas. 

 

Considering urban areas only, Greater Exeter has a relatively high rate of employment, but a relatively 

small proportion of workers under the age of 30. Figure 6 shows how Exeter PUA compares to other PUAs 

in terms of overall employment. Although exhibiting fluctuations over time, employment levels have been 

consistently higher than other regions since 2008. Other local authorities in Greater Exeter have 

employment levels that are consistently above 80%, also higher than comparators. At the same time, some 

evidence suggests that Greater Exeter is losing younger workers to other regions. Exeter LA is just below 

the national average for labour force under 25 (17% compared to 18%), but falls further below in the age 

range including recent graduates from university – 20-24 year olds comprise only 10% of Exeter’s work 

force, compared to 13% nationally. 
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High employment levels in the region suggest that the benefits of future jobs creation will be greatest if 

Exeter can attract workers from other regions. Some benefits may exist in terms of reducing unemployed 

workers already in the region, but the extent of such benefits will be smaller based on comparison to other 

regions. 

Figure 5. Exeter PUA population over time compared to peer cities 

  

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from the UK Office of National Statistics 

 

Figure 6. Exeter PUA employment over time 

  

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from Centre for Cities 
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2.3.4 Productivity and Innovation 

Exeter has been a driver of productivity within the wider LEP area for some time. Between 2000 and 2015 

Exeter City’s GVA output grew 50% faster than the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership 

(LEP). Productivity (output per employee) also grew quicker than the rest of the LEP, and this trend is 

expected to continue over the next decade. 

 

However, Exeter falls near the bottom of the defined comparator group in terms of both GVA per worker 

and in share of business services considered ‘knowledge intensive.’ Summary statistics for Exeter (PUA) 

and the comparator group are presented in Table 1. Within the comparator group, Exeter is most closely 

comparable to Norwich, and someway short of Bristol and Brighton. If Exeter had the same level of 

productivity per worker as Bristol or Brighton, Exeter’s GVA could be about 12% higher (reaching £4.8 

billion). 

Table 1. Summary statistics for Exeter PUA and comparator PUAs. 

Primary urban area Total jobs (000) GVA per worker (£) GVA (£ bn) 

Exeter 91,500 47,230 4.3 

Brighton 149,649 52,292 7.8 

Bristol 404,496 53,222 21.5 

Bournemouth 214,350 49,262 10.6 

York 107,502 45,599 4.9 

Norwich 133,703 47,713 6.4 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of Centre for Cities data 

NOTE: the data presented is for Primary Urban Areas, i.e. for Exeter LA only. Greater Exeter has a combined GVA of around £10bn 

according to ONS 2015 data. 

 

As shown in Figure 7, higher GVA per worker is correlated with a high proportion of knowledge-intensive 

businesses. Attracting and stimulating Knowledge-intensive businesses (or the Knowledge Economy) has 

been a policy focus for the stakeholders of Greater Exeter for some time in order to address this 

productivity gap.  

 

Exeter City Council’s knowledge economy strategy (Exeter City Council, 2013) identified five themes to 

work on: big data, climate change, health, water, and agri-tech. The strategy then focuses on ways in 

which growth of the knowledge economy could be facilitated by strengthening institutions and assets, 

facilitating business start-ups, helping businesses benefit more from existing assets, and attracting more 

investment into these areas.  
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Figure 7. Exeter PUA GVA per worker and private knowledge intensive business services (2014) 

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from Centre for Cities 

 

Given Exeter’s strong research, education institutions and nascent innovation eco-system, a stronger 

knowledge economy is considered to be an achievable goal. The region encompassing Exeter has been 

the focus of a UK Government Science and Innovation audit, which concludes that various innovative 

sectors in the region can drive a: 

 
“resilient, high productivity, low carbon economy … with extraordinary potential for job 

creation and industrial innovation.” 

 

However, the region ranks low on innovation despite the presence of innovation assets such as Exeter 

University, the Met Office and Exeter Science Park. Figure 7 shows that the Devon region scores poorly on 

the Centre for Economics and Business Research (CEBR) local innovation index compared to other UK 

regions. Similarly, the Exeter City ‘Knowledge Economy Strategy and Action Plan’ concludes that the 

knowledge economy’ is not yet fully developed, even while noting the region’s strong economic 

performance and some strong underlying knowledge assets (Exeter City Council, 2013).  
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Figure 8. CEBR Local Innovation Index – Full Rankings 
 

 

 

Source:  Vivid representation of CEBR 2015 rankings 

2.3.5 Exports 

Greater Exeter is the fifth lowest exporting region of the UK. (Centre for Cities, 2017).6 Of this (limited) 

local export market, 70% goes to the EU – and primarily to Germany and France.7 The relative ‘isolation’ of 

the Exeter City Region makes it important to consider the city from a regional trade perspective and to 

understand the relative lack of internationalisation within its economy.  

 
  

                                                      
6 On an exports-per job basis 
7 This share is higher than any other primary urban area in the centre for cities database 
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2.4 Energy and Carbon Intensity 

2.4.1 Current Energy Consumption and Generation 

The Greater Exeter region currently consumes 9.9 TWh of energy annually and this is expected to 

increase cent to 11.3 TWh in 2025. The transport sector (discussed in following section) currently accounts 

for the largest share of energy consumption at 38% of the regional total, followed by the domestic sector 

(30%) and the industrial and commercial sectors (29%). 

 

Greater Exeter’s current energy consumption profile is primarily provided by fossil fuels. Table 2 shows 

2017 energy consumption in the area, by fuel type and sector. 

Table 2. Current energy consumption in Greater Exeter 

Fuel Type 

Industrial 
Sector 
(GWh) 

Commercial 
Sector 
(GWh) 

Domestic 
Sector 
(GWh) 

Transport 
Sector 
(GWh) 

Other 
(GWh) 

Total 
(GWh) 

Coal 123 2 48 3 - 175 

Petroleum 
Products 419 157 290 3,822 - 4,688 

Gas 43 489 1,761 - - 2,723 

Electricity 614 643 875 - - 2,132 

Bioenergy and 
Wastes - - - - 252 252 

Total 1,628 1,292 2,973 3,825 952 9,971 
 

Source: City Science, 2017 

The Greater Exeter area – and Exeter LA in particular – supplies a low share of its final electricity 

consumption with renewable energy sources. Figure 9 shows renewable electricity generation in 

megawatt hours (MWh) as a share of final electricity consumption (MWh), by local authority. The Greater 

Exeter area meets a lower share of final electricity demand from renewable sources than the average in 

England, although there is variation across the four LAs comprising Greater Exeter. 

 

Local renewable electricity generation within Greater Exeter equates to less than 10% of the electricity 

demanded in the region (Figure 9). The remaining 90% is effectively imported from outside the region 

through the distribution network operator, Western Power Distribution. Greater Exeter currently consumes 

around 2,100 GWh electricity annually, representing 21% of its total energy consumption, and is expected 

to use 2,400 GWh in 2025, under a Business as Usual scenario.  
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Figure 9. Greater Exeter share of renewable energy generation as a share of final electricity consumption 

 

Notes:  Renewable share of renewable energy is calculated as the total MWh energy generated from renewables as a 
proportion of the total MWh demand within each local authority  

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from BEIS 

 

In terms of the mix of renewable energy, the Greater Exeter area appears to have a relative advantage in 

photovoltaics and in landfill gas. Solar PV, landfill gas and anaerobic digestion provide almost all of Greater 

Exeter’s renewable energy. In contrast, biomass and wind dominate in England as a whole (see Figure 10) 

(however it is important to note that biomass in the national figures is distorted due to some large power 

station generators.) 

 

Of the total renewable generation (Figure 10), the majority comes from solar power (64%) and landfill 

gas (28%). Solar power in the region is generated from rooftop solar panels, while waste-to-energy facilities 

such as the Exeter Energy Recovery Facility provide electricity to the national grid, which is then drawn on 

to meet demand across the region. 

 

2.4.2 Carbon Intensity 

Greater Exeter has a relatively high level of CO2 emissions per capita. As shown in Figure 11, each of the 

LAs which make up Greater Exeter have a relatively high level of emissions per capita relative to the set of 

comparators. 
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Figure 10. Greater Exeter type of renewable energy generation as a share of total RE generation 

  

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from BEIS 

Figure 11. Exeter LA CO2 emissions per capita 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from UK Centre for Cities 
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2.4.3 Energy Innovation Assets and Opportunities 

The energy sector has been identified as a source of innovation in the region. The UK Government science 

and innovation audit recommended investment in high-value engineering design and systems integration 

capabilities, initially focussed on the aerospace sector but designed to support the automotive, nuclear, 

marine engineering/energy and microelectronics sectors. Specific opportunities highlighted in the SWW SIA 

include:  

 

– Distributed energy and smart systems across the region, where innovation in digital and big data 

technology capabilities will be relevant across new energy technologies; 

 

– Marine renewables – which could draw on well-developed ports and infrastructure, the South West 

Marine energy park and clusters of specialist and academic knowledge throughout the region; 

 

– Hydrogen fuel cells - with a corridor of knowledge along the M4 corridor; 

 

– New generation microelectronics - which is a key component of the South West’s Science and 

Innovation Audit 

 

– Further energy options for the region include testing floating wind at scale (UK BIS, 2016). The ‘South 

West Renewable Energy Manifesto’ sets out how meeting the 15% target in the south west could 

deliver £10 billion of investment and up to 34,000 jobs. Wave and tidal energy are also potential 

options for the region including Tidal Lagoon demonstrators. There is also ongoing research on 

driving decentralised energy systems, including in city-wide developments in Exeter 

 

The Exeter City Futures’ ‘Energy Independence’ report sets out a discussion of technical potential for 

transition of the regional energy market (Exeter City Futures, 2017). The potential opportunities for 

transition of the energy market include: 

 

– Large-scale demand reduction including major building retrofit; 

 

– Local generation and use of technologies; 

 

– Use of renewable natural resources, such as wind, solar and connection to tidal stream resources 

(e.g. in the Channel Islands); 

 

– Decentralised and intelligent energy supply technology to reduce reliance on grid capacity. 
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2.5 Transport 

According to the Journey to Work (JTW) census in 2011, there were a total of 74,818 daily inbound 

commuter trips into and within Exeter across all modes. Of these trips, 37,151 (50%) originated from areas 

outside the city, with a further 37,667 generated within the city. In the same year there were 95,771 trips 

ending in Greater Exeter (Teignbridge, Mid Devon and East Devon) on a daily basis across car and non-car 

modes.  

Figure 12. Exeter PUA share of commuting method 

 

Note:  The inner circle above represents 2001 transport trends, while the outer circle represents 2011 trends. 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from UK Centre for Cities 

Mode shares within Exeter are markedly different from those within the rest of the geography. Trips 

originating from Exeter show a significant proportion of walking: 24.1% of trips generated are on foot, 

compared to the national average of 10.9%. This walking share has grown between 2001 and 2011. Figure 

12 shows the share of commuter journeys undertaken using different modes of transport in Exeter, in 2001 

and in 2011. 

 

Greater Exeter, however is heavily car-dependent with 71.6% of trips generated being car-based, compared 

to the national average of 60.7%.  Use of public transport is generally lower than the national average of 

17.7%, with 11.9% in Exeter and 5.6% in Greater Exeter. Exeter has the second largest Travel to Work Area 

in the UK with commuter towns in Teignbridge, Mid Devon and East Devon. This rural hinterland is highly 

reliant on the private car. 

 

This draw into the city centre from the rural catchment has clear negative impact on the function of 

Exeter’s transport network. The INRIX Global Traffic Scorecard (Inrix, 2016) reported that “Exeter’s city 

centre was the busiest to get around across all of the UK during peak hours, with drivers spending 25 

percent of their time in congestion with an average speed of just 4.6 mph.”  
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It is also unsurprising, therefore, that Greater Exeter has higher transport CO2 emissions than comparator 

LAs. As shown in Figure 13, Teignbridge, Mid Devon and East Devon all have relatively high emissions per 

capita against both Exeter City and the comparator group. 

Figure 13. Greater Exeter CO2 emissions from the transport sector 

 

Source: Vivid Economics analysis of data from UK Centre for Cities 
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2.6 Subsequent Economic Analysis 

Exeter City Futures has set an aspirational goal for the Greater Exeter region to become energy 

independent and congestion free by 2025. In the context of the wider region, the goal of energy 

independence is defined as (City Science Corporation, 2017a):  

 
“The goal of Exeter City Futures is energy independence by 2025 for the Greater Exeter region. 

Exeter City Futures defines energy independence as a net operating balance of energy generation 

and consumption within the geographic area identified across all fuels.” 

 

In the following sections, we consider the potential impact of innovation and investment in the energy 

and transport sectors. The catalytic and stimulus effects are quantified and the place-making, 

environmental and brand benefits discussed. The analysis builds on City Science Corporation’s recent 

report on the technical potential for energy efficiency and renewable energy supply in the region, and 

forthcoming work on Transport. 
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3 Potential Impact of Energy Independence 
 

3.1 Energy efficiency 

 

For domestic, commercial and industrial sectors, the Energy Independence report lays out potential 

interventions, including: 

 Improvements to building fabric and heating systems, efficiency of appliances and lighting and 

behavioural management of energy use in domestic and commercial sectors; 

 Improvements to efficiency of industrial processes requiring motors, fans and refrigeration, 

reduction in energy lost to heating and behavioural management of energy use in the industrial 

sector.  

 

To estimate the economic impact of suggested energy efficiency improvements, we evaluate the net 

benefits expected from each intervention. For each sector, we calculate the installation costs for each 

intervention presented in the technical report, drawing on national and international estimates of capital 

costs for energy efficiency technologies, as detailed in Appendix 2. We adjust capital costs to reflect an 8% 

financing cost, assuming payback after an eight-year period.8 We value intervention-specific energy savings 

and reduced carbon emissions using UK government fuel cost projections and traded carbon prices. Carbon 

emissions are valued using the traded price of carbon on the EU emissions Trading System, which the UK 

Government projects will converge with higher non-traded values of carbon by 2030.  

 

To evaluate the impact on productivity and the resulting net economic benefits from energy efficiency 

interventions, we first identify those energy efficiency investments from the report which are cost-

effective. Some investments identified in the energy independence report did not meet this criteria, and 

were therefore eliminated from the analysis. Across the cost-effective investments, we then calculate the 

net present value they create across the lifetime of the asset (out to a maximum horizon of 2050). This 

analysis therefore values only those interventions that are cost-effective today – supply-chain innovation 

bringing down capital and installation costs would unlock greater benefits still. 

                                                      
8 We model installation of energy efficiency measures over a phased eight-year period and assume each year’s investments are 
separately financed. Appendix 2 lays out this approach in greater detail 
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Based on this analysis, across all sectors, cost-effective energy efficiency investments provide net 

benefits of £1.1 billion by 2050, discounted to 2018.9 These benefits are split between the domestic sector 

(£680 million) the commercial sector (£230 million) and the industrial sector (£230 million). These values 

represent outputs from our ‘cost effective’ scenario in all three sectors. 

 

These interventions which are cost-effective today, could reduce energy demand in Greater Exeter by 

22% by 2025. Cost-efficient measures across the domestic, commercial and industrial sectors are expected 

to reduce 2025 energy consumption by 658 GWh annually. Tables 12, 13, and 14, found in Appendix 2, 

present the benefit-cost-ratios (BCR) for each energy efficiency measure across residential, commercial, 

and industrial sectors. The total cost-effective measures cover 50% of all potential energy reduction 

measures identified in the technical study. By 2025, the implementation of these energy efficiency 

measures would reduce energy bills in Greater Exeter by £82 million annually, equivalent to 0.7% of 

regional GVA projected for 2025. 

Figure 14. Cost-effective technologies reduce energy consumption in Greater Exeter by 658 GWh annually 

 
 

Source: Vivid Economics 

3.1.1 Stimulus Effects of Energy efficiency programme 

The stimulus effect delivered by this investment in Energy efficiency will also generate wider economic 

benefits, such as jobs and spending within the local economy. Here we discuss the potential additional 

benefits from these stimulus effects in the region. We do not include Pound values of these benefits in our 

                                                      
9 All net present value calculations in this report are for interventions implemented to their full potential until 2050, but whose 
costs and benefits are modelled beyond that depending of the lifespan of the assets in question. This assumes interventions are 
extended should their lifespans expire before 2050, and that those renewed close to 2050 continue to provide benefits beyond 
2050. All net present value figures are discounted to 2018 
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above NPV calculations, as they do not represent net productivity gains for the region (as might be 

reflected in higher per capita income). Rather, they represent a potential expansion of overall activity, 

depending on the degree to which they stimulate greater employment, and don’t displace existing activity. 

Given Exeter’s relatively high employment levels, such a stimulus effect will depend to a relatively large 

extent on retaining or attracting workers who might otherwise work in other regions.  

 

Cost-effective energy efficiency investments could generate c. 1,200 FTE jobs per year, over the period of 

investment. These are a combination of direct, indirect and induced jobs. 

 

 Direct employment refers to those jobs that that arise directly as a result of the investment, such as 

in the design, manufacturing, construction, management and operations associated with the 

investment; 

 

 Indirect employment refers to jobs created within the supply chain supporting investment projects. 

This includes for example jobs in companies supplying raw materials and other intermediary inputs;  

 

 Induced employment relates to jobs created as a result of stimulus effects of the investment on 

increased expenditure of direct and indirect employees. This includes the range of goods and 

services in the local economy, including teachers, retail jobs, postal workers etc.  

 

These estimates are derived from employment factors specific to energy efficiency investments, identified 

within the economic literature on employment effects (UK Energy Research Centre, 2014). We estimate 

gross jobs created from investment in the region, as an accurate estimation of net jobs would require a 

much broader analysis of inter-regional competition for labour, and more detailed analysis of alternative 

options for the investment spent on energy efficiency. Taking these factors into account would result in a 

smaller net effect than that suggested by our gross employment estimates, so these gross estimates should 

be considered an upper bound. 

 

The UK Energy Research Council study finds that for every £1 million invested in energy efficiency, 3 

direct jobs are created to install and implement energy efficiency measures, 14 indirect jobs are created 

to support the installation of these measures and 10 induced jobs are created from the additional income 

and consumption stemming from the level of investment (UK Energy Research Centre, 2014). We apply 

these ratios to each £1 million of investment in energy efficiency measure in the Exeter region, making a 

further assumption that of the ‘induced’ jobs created, 65% are retained within the region, reflecting an 

estimate of the share of discretionary household income spent in the region.10 

 

 

This analysis is based on labour demanded from investment and does not consider other regional labour 

market dynamics, including local labour supply. Even if energy efficiency investments generate a net 

positive demand for employment, high employment rates in Greater Exeter may lead to workers from 

other regions travelling to Greater Exeter to install energy efficiency technologies. It should be noted that 

this issue was highlighted during the engagement with local stakeholders. Labour constraints may also 

                                                      
10 Local capture of induced jobs generated by investment and lower energy bills is calculated to match the share of local spending 
that remains in the region, as estimated in the regional household spending accounts generated by the Office of National Statistics  
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cause increased costs or delayed installation. In the short term, suppliers from neighbouring regions (e.g. 

Taunton, Plymouth, Bristol) will provide installations and employment benefits will leak out of Greater 

Exeter. In the long term, the region may develop additional skills and labour supply in these areas, but this 

is assumed beyond the scope of our analysis. 

 

Further, energy savings from energy efficiency investments can generate additional spending in the 

region, spurring growth and employment. The capital investment could generate around 700 jobs per 

year, while a further 500 jobs per year could be generated from additional spending from energy savings in 

the local economy.11 As energy savings accumulate with additional installed energy efficiency technologies, 

employment effects from energy savings are expected to grow each year. Figure 15 shows the aggregate 

employment effects across the installation period.  

 

In terms of growth in economic output, were the region to succeed in drawing currently unemployed 

workers into the workforce, or in drawing workers from other regions, the impact on economic output 

would be between £55 million and £65 million in 2024. This is a simply ‘gross’ value estimate, taking the 

number of jobs multiplied by an expected range of GVA per job – from Exeter’s current average GVA per 

worker to the maximum GVA per worker in its comparator set.12 This is not an estimate of full ‘net’ effects, 

which would need to identify the potential negative impacts from crowding out activity in other sectors of 

the economy. 

 

Figure 15. Jobs created by energy efficiency technology installation and energy savings  

 
 

Source: Vivid Economics 

                                                      
11 Energy savings are assumed to generate employment effects at the same rate as induced employment from energy efficiency 
investment 
12 as set out in Table 1.  
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3.2 Energy Generation 

 

 

In this section, we evaluate the impact on productivity and the resulting net economic benefits from 

investments in energy generation within Greater Exeter. We review options for cost-effectively increasing 

local supply and calculate the economic benefits from deploying rooftop solar capacity to generate 555 

GWh of solar energy in Greater Exeter. We also considers the potential for utility scale renewable energy, 

and describe the potential for the development of ground mounted solar. 

 

Unlike energy efficiency interventions, investment in increasing renewable energy supply needs to reflect 

a complex set of considerations, including a comparison of alternative investments, and an 

understanding of how local electricity supply will play into national markets. As a result, this section 

begins with a consideration of these factors, before conducting the economic evaluation. 

 

3.2.1 Energy Generation Investment Scenarios 

Energy independence for electricity supply is broadly interpreted as meeting local energy demand with 

supply sourced from within the region (City Science Corporation, 2017a). There are a number of ways to 

do this, including: 

 

– meeting local demand through connection to the national grid, with a positive net balance of grid-

based supply compared to electricity demand in the region; 

 

– using small-scale localised options to meet a share of demand – e.g. through solar home systems, or 

locally distributed generation systems; 

 

– developing micro-grids which do not rely on the national grid. 

 

At almost 16 TWh, the technical potential in the region for renewable electricity generation – with no 

consideration of cost – exceeds local demand across all forms of energy. Table 3 sets out the technical 

potential of various renewable energy sources, based on a technical survey of all available land and rooftop 

space in the Greater Exeter region (City Science Corporation, 2017a). This represents the technical potential 

only before taking into account the cost effectiveness of the measures. 
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Table 3. Greater Exeter has the technical potential to generate much of its energy demand locally 

 

Note: Policy-driven revenue does not include basic electricity tariff 

Source: Vivid Economics, based on City Science Corporation (2017) and DECC projections 

Assessing economic benefits from increased renewable electricity generation requires consideration of 

alternative investment scenarios for the region’s power grid. National-level infrastructure and policy 

regimes largely determine how energy is generated and distributed throughout the United Kingdom. 

Alternative approaches to increasing Exeter’s local energy supply given the current national context are 

discussed in Figure 16. In this analysis, we consider four energy supply regimes: 

 

 Grid-connected utilities: renewable energy is produced within Greater Exeter’s borders and fed 

into the national electricity grid and other UK-wide energy distribution networks; 

 

 Semi-grid connected utilities: local energy is connected to both local and national distribution 

systems, allowing for supply to local and national markets; 

 

 Microgrids: local generating capacity is connected only to local ‘island’ communities; 

 

 Building-level energy systems: small-scale energy generation systems power a building or a 

campus of buildings, either as primary or supplementary energy sources in combination with the 

national grid. 

 

Generation Technology 

Generation 

Potential 

(GWh) 

Levelised Generation Costs 

(£/MWh) 

Policy-driven Revenue 

(£/MWh) 

Rooftop solar 555 72 FiT: 5.2 (+.5 export) 

Ground-mounted solar 1,978 45-46 CfD Strike Price: 50-70 

Onshore Wind 13,086 124 CfD Strike Price: 90 

Hydropower 42 126 FiT: 76 (+.5 export) 

Biomass 179 96 CfD Strike Price: 125 

Biogas from AD 32 172 
FiT: 57 (+.5 export) 

CfD Strike Price: 140 

Sewage Gas 12 191 CfD Strike Price: 75 

Total technical additional generation 
capacity 15,884   

2025 projected energy demand 11,300   

2025 projected electricity demand 2,418   
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Figure 16. Local energy supply alternatives  

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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3.2.2 Potential Benefits of Local Generation 

The potential benefits of supply side energy interventions related to economic output include lower 

energy bills, leverage of national subsidy support, and reduced price volatility. The potential benefits 

include: 

 

– Lower energy bills. Lower energy bills may result from local electricity generation that avoids costs 

of transmission, distribution and/or exploits the comparative advantages of relatively low-cost 

renewable resources in the region, such as solar and wind. Longer daylight hours and increased 

exposure to wind than other regions in the UK could produce higher quantities of renewable 

energy for similar capital costs, reducing marginal costs of electricity. Increased regional generation 

could also reduce infrastructure costs associated with transmission and distribution.13 However, 

under current regulation, it is not possible to constrain energy savings benefits to the particular 

region generating renewable electricity.  

 

– National government subsidies for renewable energy production. Subsidies currently support 

installation of renewable energy generation capacity, with potential benefits for investors. Feed-in-

tariffs (FiTs) provide payments to property owners for distributed-scale renewable energy capacity. 

For example, the solar panel FiT scheme guarantees payments for both generation of electricity 

and export of excess generated electricity to the grid for up to 20 years. The Contracts for 

Difference (CfD) scheme supports utility-scale renewable generation capacity offering a maximum 

strike price set at auction guaranteed over the life of a generation technology. Any net benefits 

resulting from a utility investment eligible for CfDs would accrue to the relevant investor, which 

would benefit Greater Exeter if profits or returns were based locally (e.g. local pension fund 

investments or regionally-based electric utilities). Government subsidy programmes are subject to 

close scrutiny and may be phased out as generation technologies approach market cost levels, as 

has been observed with solar energy FiTs. For this study, national subsidies are calculated from 

2017 feed-in-tariff levels. This assumes subsidy levels remain flat through 2025 and costs reduce to 

2020, as per BEIS projections. 

 

– Local generation can reduce uncertainties around future volatility in electricity prices. Electricity 

tariffs are regulated by Ofgem at the national level and price increases related to shocks anywhere 

in the power system will currently be passed on to all grid-based consumers. Electricity generation 

sources connected to a local distribution grid could insulate Greater Exeter from national prices 

variations, though at the risk of missing out on nationalised price decreases (e.g. from marine or 

offshore wind energy investments in other parts of the country).  

 

– Reduced carbon emissions. Future decarbonisation policies could raise the cost of producing 

energy from fossil fuels, giving an energy independent Greater Exeter protection from high cost 

increases related to carbon emissions. Under a future emissions credit system, the region could sell 

credits for low carbon electricity generation and consumption to regions with relatively higher 

emissions profiles. It should also be noted, however, that the inverse is also true. The current 

system provides a national level of ‘insurance’ to minimise future risk impacts on any one region. 

Avoided carbon emissions can be valued with a carbon price. 

                                                      
13 The south west faces constraints in the transmission and distribution networks which is a current barrier to connections. Local 
private wire schemes that avoid connection could be more cost effective than conventional generation and distribution options. 
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3.2.3 Challenges of existing regime 

Current national electricity market regulations limit the regional economic benefits available to Greater 

Exeter from the high technical potential for local renewable energy generation. Were the region to 

produce low-cost electricity from local renewable resources and sell it to the national grid for export 

outside of the region, it may result in lower electricity costs nationally, but this benefit would be diluted 

across the national consumer base. 

 

The regional transmission infrastructure also has associated locked in costs that limit the development of 

alternative financing models for energy supply. Any generation system which aims to replace national 

grid-supplied electricity with locally generated power would require local distribution infrastructure, and 

would currently face high legal and regulatory barriers, as well as outstanding financial liabilities for the 

regional distribution network servicing national grid-provided power. Ofgem’s 2019 restructuring of the 

national grid system operator may, present opportunities for creating a more favourable regulatory 

landscape for local generation, but this remains highly uncertain. 

 

It may be possible for off-grid technologies to offer net economic benefits, particularly for new 

developments and building campuses. Micro-grids and district energy schemes can support communities 

that do not currently have access to the national distribution network. Coordination with the regional 

distribution network operator (DNO), Western Power Distribution, is important to agree a programme that 

complements regional investments made by the DNO while delivering energy and economic benefits for 

Greater Exeter. While costs for generation systems are falling rapidly, deployment costs are highly site- and 

technology-specific. It is worth noting that some utility scale solar projects are now moving forward viably 

without subsidy, even in the UK (FT, 2017). However, uncertainty remains over the extent to which grid 

constraints, connection costs and technology costs might limit development. 

 

Investments in renewable energy generation will need to provide a competitive risk adjusted rate of 

return to investors. Private finance can be used to finance other investments in the region, or elsewhere 

and this competition for capital will influence deployment scale. In this analysis we assume a cost of capital 

of 8%14. As an example, the Devon Local Government Pension Fund is currently invested such that it 

generates a 13% annual return (Peninsula Pensions, 2017) while other, social or infrastructure investment 

funds will operate on lower rates of return. 

 

3.3 Solar Power Generation  

Our approach models projected reductions in the levelised cost of solar energy as the key driver of 

potential benefits in the region. We consider rooftop solar and utility-scale solar separately, given their 

different relationship to the national electricity market, and their different government support schemes. 

As a result of the existing regime, we do not present the net present value estimates for utility-scale solar, 

as it is not clear the extent to which costs and benefits would accrue within the region. Under current rules, 

any reduction in electricity prices would be ‘socialised’ across the national grid, and costs may be borne by 

investors inside or outside the region, unless this generation links directly to a micro-grid. The analysis does 

                                                      
14 Utility-scale solar power facilities currently return 6-10 per cent on investments over windows as long as 35 years (EY, 2016) 
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consider the potential stimulus effects of utility-scale solar as the main indicator of the potential impact on 

the Greater Exeter economy. 

 

3.3.1 Rooftop Solar 

Under current market rules, rooftop solar represents the main opportunity for Greater Exeter to use 

renewable generation to reduce local generation costs. Drawing on BEIS guidance, we assume 

construction costs fall for small-scale solar panels in 2020 at £1,800/kW, falling from £1,900/kW in 2018 

and that operation costs similarly reduce by £100 in 2020 (Department for Business Energy & Industrial 

Strategy, 2016). Energy savings are calculated by comparing rooftop solar tariffs under a continued feed-in-

tariff scheme to projected electricity prices, based on these UK government projections. 

 

Under these assumptions rooftop solar is estimated to generate in the region of £670 million in direct net 

present value benefits for Greater Exeter. This equates to £80 million in GVA uplift created per year over 

the intervention period. Achieving the full potential capacity laid out in the technical report would require 

close to £730 million in capital spending over the period, along with financing and operational costs of 

around £480 million in present value, as represented by the blue bars in Figure 17. The benefits of these 

investments would accumulate over time, though costs would exceed benefits through installation in 

2026.15 Over a 30 year investment appraisal period, benefits would include reductions of £1.4 billion in 

electricity bills and national subsidy support of around £500 million from feed-in and export tariffs.16  

 

                                                      
15 From 2026, only operation and finance costs accrue in-year. Benefits from energy savings exceed these costs. 
16 This assumes that current subsidies continue to be issued through 2025. Feed in tariffs issues thus far are issued at a flat rate for 
a period of 20 years from the initial issuing year. 
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Figure 17. Costs and benefits of installing rooftop solar panels in Greater Exeter 
 

Present value of costs and benefits annually to 2026 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Terminal (present) value of costs and benefits from 2027 to 2050 
 

 
 

 

Note:  Capital costs of rooftop solar are only incurred from 2018 to 2025 (top chart); bottom chart reflects terminal values 
out to 2050 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Stimulus Effects of Rooftop Solar 

Achieving the potential 555 GWh of rooftop solar generation could create over 2,500 jobs annually in 

Greater Exeter.17  Figure 18 shows how the annual profile of job creation follows a flat installation schedule 

                                                      
17 Feed in tariffs are available up to a cap of 90-100 GWh/year, so this would require Exeter to be installing up to 80 per cent of 
total amount of rooftop mounted PV benefitting from FIT. 
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over the study period, as used in energy efficiency analysis. Given Exeter’s high employment rate, it is 

unlikely that the region would supply all demanded jobs internally and will likely need to import labour 

from neighbouring regions. A directed skills development programme could develop local labour in the 

medium term. As set out in section 3.1.1, we use UK ERC estimates for job creation by technology type – in 

the case of PV, for each £1 million of capital investment, we assume 1.7 direct jobs, 16 indirect jobs, and 7 

indirect jobs are created (UK Energy Research Centre, 2014). Local capture of induced jobs created is 

assumed to be 65%.  

Figure 18. Employment effect of rooftop solar installation 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

3.3.3 Stimulus Effects of Utility-Scale Solar 

Utility-scale projects in the UK are financed through a contracts for differences (CfD) regime, in which the 

government auctions electricity price guarantees for renewable electricity generation. Auctions are 

conducted separately for established (solar and onshore wind) and emerging (offshore wind, biomass, 

carbon capture and storage, marine energy and geothermal) technologies. 

 

For utility-scale solar, Greater Exeter’s comparative advantage in solar irradiation should allow it to 

compete in national auctions for flat price guarantees for large solar generating projects.  However, the 

region would need to pursue an aggressive development effort to scale up large-scale solar PV to achieve 

its technical capacity. Future deployment of utility-scale solar power will be constrained by government 

auctions. We assume auctions are held for the full projected amount of new renewable capacity, and that 

the share awarded for solar power projects is close to the upper margin of UK Committee on Climate 

Change (CCC) projections (6-37% of renewable supply – excluding nuclear – to 2025) (CCC, 2015). Thus, if 

solar accounts for one third of all renewable capacity added between 2017 and 2025, c. 6 GW of capacity 
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would be auctioned across the UK in this time period (equivalent to c. 6,000 GWh).18 For the purpose of our 

economic analysis, we assume developers in Greater Exeter win 30% of all expected solar capacity 

auctioned in the UK from 2017 to 2025, implying regional installations of 1.76 GW of generating capacity, 

which would produce 1936 GWh solar-powered electricity annually.  

 

We assume the potential scale of deployment of ground-mounted solar in the Greater Exeter region is c. 

1.76 GW, the installed capacity required to generate the 1,934 GWh from ground-mounted solar projected 

in the City Science Energy Independence Report. We assume installation and operating costs based on BEIS 

projections (Department for Business Energy & Industrial Strategy, 2016), of £45-46 per MWh on a levelised 

cost of electricity (LCOE) basis. This is in line with low-cost solar projects from the first CfD auction including 

a 19.1 MW solar farm in Somerset, which cleared an auction price of £50/MWh.19  

 

Under these assumptions we estimate that deployment of utility scale ground-mounted solar could 

generate more than 5,000 jobs by 2025. As set out in section 3.1.1, this draws on UK ERC estimates of 

employment effects (direct, indirect and induced) by technology type. For renewable energy installations, 

we assume that every £1 million of capital expenditure could generate 1.7 direct jobs, 16 indirect jobs, and 

7 induced jobs. 

 

3.3.4 Combined Effect 

In terms of growth in economic output, if the region is successful in drawing currently unemployed 

workers into the workforce, or in drawing workers from other regions, the annual additional economic 

output in 2025 would be between £110 million and £125 million for rooftop solar, and £245 million and 

£275 million for ground-mounted solar. This is a simply ‘gross’ value estimate, taking the number of jobs 

multiplied by an expected range of GVA per job – from Exeter’s current average GVA per worker to the 

maximum GVA per worker in its comparator set.  This is not an estimate of full ‘net’ effects, which would 

need to identify the potential negative impacts from crowding out activity in other sectors of the economy. 

                                                      
18 Joint Research Center calculator: http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/apps4/pvest.php  
19 Wick Farm Solar Park 

http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/apps4/pvest.php
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Figure 19. Potential employment effect of ground mounted utility scale solar 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

3.4 Wind Power Generation 

Exeter has 13TWh of technical potential for onshore wind. Nationally, utility-scale onshore wind capacity 

is expected to outcompete solar generation in the short term. For onshore wind however, the UK 

government has introduced a deployment cap at 17 MW per quarter through 2019, equivalent to a 

maximum of about 136 GWh of new generation each year across the UK (DECC, 2015). Summed over the 8-

year study period, the total UK capacity for new onshore wind capacity is 1088 GWh, less than the amount 

projected for Greater Exeter alone in the Energy Independence report. Details of future government 

support mechanisms have not been released. In a simulation of a future auction (Baringa, 2017) it was 

demonstrated that 1 GW of onshore wind could come forward under the CfD regime, without the need for 

subsidy. Within the framework however, it is unclear that developments within Exeter would prove 

competitive. 

 

Figure 20 and Figure 21 demonstrate the likely competitive advantage of other regions compared to 

Exeter, when assessing the likelihood of onshore wind deployment. Figure 20 shows the average wind 

speeds in many parts of Scotland being higher than 8 m/s, with relatively few such locations in Devon. 

Figure 21 presents BEIS projections of levelized costs of energy to 2025 demonstrating the large efficiencies 

that can be delivered through large scale wind projects. However, these large sites are not thought likely to 

be forthcoming to the same extent as they would in other regions. 

 

The region’s relative comparative advantage in solar power, and lack of such advantage in wind, means 

that the benefits are more likely concentrated in the development of the former. Under an auction-based 

regime this competitive advantage matters. Even if further capacity was opened up within Pot 1 

(established technologies) Scotland would be expected to capture the bulk of wind capacity. We do not 
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therefore include the deployment of onshore wind in the analysis for Greater Exeter, given the 

comparative dis-advantages of off-shore wind in the region, and the high costs of small-scale wind power 

versus solar.  

 

Of course, over the time-line or further into the future, more innovative options for driving renewable 

energy supply could come into play supporting deployment of wind in the region. These include: lower 

cost technologies; private wire opportunities – which could avoid some of the costs associated with 

distribution and transmission networks; combined generation and storage sites - which could maximise 

local consumption potentially increasing the viability of sites. However, larger scale options will need 

fundamental changes to the structure of the way the UK national energy market works, which are unlikely 

to be fully implemented over the period considered in this study. Therefore, while these options have good 

potential in the medium- to long-term, they are not considered to provide any additional benefits within 

this study. 

Figure 20. The Exeter region has a stronger relative resource of solar than of wind compared to other regions of the UK  

 

 
 
 

Source: DECC, 2013; European Commission Joint Research Centre, 2008 
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Figure 21. BEIS cost projections for solar and wind projects to 2025 

 

 

Note: No cost estimates available for onshore wind between 1 and 5 MW; recent low cost auction results in the UK offshore 
wind market could signal lower onshore wind costs than expected. However, Exeter remains uncompetitive for 
onshore wind relative to areas of greater resource (e.g. Scotland), regardless of costs. 

Source: Vivid Economics, based on BEIS 2016 projections  
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4 Potential Impact of Transport Innovation 

4.1.1 Introduction 

 

Exeter City Futures has a policy ambition for a ‘congestion-free’ Greater Exeter by 2025. The analysis 

within this interim report is based on a simplified congestion model (see below), prepared by Vivid 

Economics for high-level economic evaluation purposes. This model will be superseded by the model 

presented in the Virtual Roads report.  

 

There are a range of ways in which the congested state can be defined. This model is based on a technical 

definition of congestion as shown in Appendix 3.20 Here, congestion is defined as the state of a road section 

where vehicle travel times fall below 65% of the ‘free-flow’ speed (CEBR, 2014). Comparing design capacity 

to flow data recorded at 25 traffic count locations across the city, the simplified congestion model finds 

that all roads in the Exeter area are below the assumed free flow speeds. 23 of these road sections qualify 

as ‘congested’ with speeds below 65% of free-flow speed. 
 

The Vivid model estimates that total congestion costs for Exeter are around £38 million per year. If no 

action is taken, this will represent a net present cost of c. £940 million over the roughly 30-year horizon 

considered in the economic appraisal. While it may not be economically viable to remove all the costs 

associated with congestion – as interventions to reduce congestion are themselves costly – there is clearly 

an opportunity to reduce these costs.  

 

4.1.2 Defining ‘Congestion-Free’ within Greater Exeter 

 

There are a range of ways in which ‘congestion-free’ can be defined. Feedback from some local 

stakeholders suggests that travel times within school holiday periods across the city would provide a good 

target, while others suggest more explicit targets would be needed. In this interim report, ‘congestion-

free’ is taken to equate to a 40% reduction in the gap between predicted travel speeds and ‘uncongested’ 

speeds.  

 

Based on the Vivid Model, this 40% aggregate reduction in congestion by 2025 has been converted into 

an estimated number of daily vehicles (c.20,200 vehicles per day, or a 33% reduction in current 

commuter car traffic, accounting for rebound effects).21 The Vivid congestion model estimates that 27,700 

fewer traffic counts are required to reduce congestion by 40% across all monitoring sites. This is assumed 

                                                      
20 The appendix also includes an overview of the challenge posed by congestion across the UK, while in this section we set out the 
current state of congestion in Exeter. 
21 This reduction has accounted for rebound effects from increased bus travel, where each additional  bus is assumed to contribute 
congestion effects of 2 cars (Transport For London, 2010) 
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to be equivalent to 20,200 cars making round trip commutes or single trips throughout the city centre.22 

Such a reduction amounts to 35% of projected BAU commuter car traffic in 2025.  

 

Box 1. The Vivid Model 

The Vivid Economics model estimates congestion levels and the required reduction in car usage to 

reduce congestion on Exeter roads. To estimate congestion, we use traffic volumes from the 

Department for Transport (DfT), using traffic counts, measured at 25 points across nine major roads in 

and around Exeter city centre. 
 

Hourly traffic volumes for these road sections are then estimated from average daily traffic counts 

provided by DfT, assumed to be evenly distributed over eight one-hour periods from 9am to 5pm. 

This traffic pattern broadly matches data collected by the Devon County Council in its 2011 Local 

Transport Plan (Torbay Council & Devon County Council, 2011). Traffic on major city centre roads 

spikes at the start of the work day and remains high until the end of the work day. 

 

The congestion level on each road is then estimated using assumed road capacities.  In the absence 

of the technical road specifications, the model assumes designed road capacities for different road 

types in Exeter in line with standard guidance from the UK Highways Authority (UK Highways Agency, 

1999). Appendix 3 includes additional assumptions used in the congestion model and the travel speed 

estimates resulting from the model.  

 

Table 4 shows the travel speeds estimated on each of the roads in the congestion model, some of 

which are clearly far slower than would be ideal. These predictions have not been formally calibrated 

but are largely consistent with the evidence from INRIX / CEBR of very slow peak-time travels speeds 

in the city centre averaging 4.6 mph (Inrix, 2016). 

 

The Vivid Model provides a first order estimate that will be fully refined by the work underway in 

Virtual Roads. Value of time savings play an important part in the economic evaluation and a fully-

compliant WebTag model, refining these estimates, is currently in development by City Science. 

 

 
 
 

                                                      
22 Induced demand – increased demand for travel occurring based on reduced travel times – also needs to be considered and will 
be evaluated as part of the model refinements in the Virtual Roads report. 
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Figure 22. Congestion in terms of speed on Exeter’s roads 

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

Table 4. Road statistics derived from congestion model 

Road name 
Calculated Travel 

Speed 

Assumed Free 

Flow Speed 
Share Free flow 

Share of road capacity from 

traffic volume 

A376 3-8 mph 40 mph 9-24% 26-46% 

A377 10-22 mph 40 mph 24-56% 47-95% 

A379 5-16 mph 40 mph 12-20% 31-68% 

A30 7-19 mph 50 mph 18-38% 39-66% 

A3015 4 mph 30 mph 15% 31-34% 

 

Note: Calculated speed derived from congestion formula provided in Appendix 3; Ranges generated across the various traffic 
counters on each road 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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4.2 Congestion-reducing measures in Greater Exeter 

To achieve the target reduction of congestion based on vehicle numbers, we consider a range of 

measures. These measures are split across the following key areas: 

 

• Reducing demand for travel;   

• Increasing vehicle occupancy (e.g. sharing journeys or improving public transport) 

• Promoting alternative, active modes of transport such as walking and cycling.  

 

We consider a number of measures within each of these categories, including an indicative assessment of 

the potential benefits and operational costs. A full investment appraisal would require a detailed 

engineering assessment of costs and impacts for each intervention, and is not available at the time of 

writing. Figure 23 summarises the measures proposed in the Virtual Roads report (City Science Corporation, 

2017b), and additional measures proposed in this study which include: 

 

– Congestion pricing which has been employed as a demand reduction strategy in Durham, London, 

Singapore and Stockholm (Tochtermann, 2008); 

 

– Vehicle fleet efficiency measures, drawn from policy recommendations made by the UK Committee 

on Climate Change (Committee on Climate Change, 2015).  

 

We do not include strategies for optimising travel systems within Exeter city centre or specific transport 

plans around Exeter’s university, hospital and shopping areas as detailed information was unavailable on 

the potential of these interventions at the time of writing. 

Figure 23. Transportation interventions included in this analysis 

 

 

Note: Bold interventions are modelled under ‘reduce demand for travel’ assumptions  

Source: Vivid Economics 
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There are a range of potential benefits from reducing congestion or improving the efficiency of vehicle 

usage. These include: 

 

 Value of time – commuters spend less time in transit which can instead be used for work, or 

leisure. There may also be some ‘disutility’ associated with time spent in congestion; 

 

 Reduced accidents, which cause fatalities and causalities; 

 

 Fuel savings from reduced travel time and the expenditure associated with that fuel; 

 

 Environment and health benefits associated with reduced emissions including air pollutants (e.g. 

PM10, PM2.5, NOx, SO2, NH3 and CO2), and reduced noise pollution; 

 

 Physical fitness and health in the case of switching to more active forms of transport, e.g. walking 

or cycling, which has health benefits through risk of obesity-related disease;  

 

 Efficiency of infrastructure stock from reduced road maintenance  

 

 Local environmental quality associated with potential increases in property values, attracting 

business and people to the area. 

 

Figure 24 summarises how the measures feed through into economic benefits. 

Figure 24. A framework for evaluating the economic benefits from transport sector interventions in Greater Exeter 

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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4.3 Estimating the benefits of transport interventions 

Economic impacts from transport interventions include a number of social, environmental and efficiency 

benefits. The range of benefits, as laid out in European Union Guidance include (Ricardo-AEA, 2014): 

 

Value of Time: This represents the ‘opportunity cost’ of time wasted within congested 

networks. Research shows a lower willingness to pay for leisure time than for ‘on-the-clock’ 

work time (US Department of Transportation, 2015). We estimate the value of time lost as the 

mid-point between lost earnings and lost leisure time. For cars removed via a reduced demand for travel, 

we include the value of a full commute time, rather than only congested road sections.  

 

Where we consider switches from cars to other modes of transport, travel-time per journey is assumed 

to equal car travel times in the absence of congestion. Additional time savings beyond time saved from 

reduced congestion is not valued as an additional benefit. 

 

Average earnings data by parliamentary constituency provide an estimate of the opportunity cost of time 

from lost work hours. Within the Exeter parliamentary district, median weekly earnings were £468 in 2015. 

In the East Devon parliamentary district, weekly earnings were £525. These two districts do not exactly 

match the boundaries of Greater Exeter used in this study, so for simplicity we use an unweighted average 

of the two districts, £498/week in 2017, for all commuters within the Exeter area.23 

 

Safety benefits:  Safety benefits from transportation interventions are estimated as a function 

of avoided fatalities and casualties from vehicle crashes. For this analysis, we use UK-specific 

cost estimates of road fatalities and casualties provided by the European Commission (Ricardo-

AEA, 2014).  

 

These estimates represent broad estimates of costs from road crashes. They include a measure of the 

‘value of statistical life’, contingent valuation of suffering caused by crashes to friends and family, and 

wider social costs of road casualties (UK Department for Transport, 2017). 

 

 

Fuel Savings:  Reducing demand for fuel results in a direct cash saving for commuters. Analysis 

in the Energy Independence Report demonstrates that Greater Exeter’s transport energy bill 

exceeds £467 million per annum. Fuel costs are reduced by: less travel per capita, higher 

occupancy modes of transport, or vehicles that require less expensive energy. Our analysis uses an estimate 

of the relative energy cost per kilometre travelled for different modes of transport to estimate the energy 

savings achieved when shifting travel mode across different options.  

Pollution:  Cars and other vehicles produce pollution during their use, including particulate 

matter, carbon emissions and noise. Reducing the number of vehicles on roads and the amount 

of time spent idling in congestion is likely to lower these pollution levels. Removing cars from 

the road and replacing combustion engines with electric vehicles both provide benefits in the form of 

reduced emissions.  

                                                      
23 There may be substantial variation in the value of time across commuter types. For example, the value of time lost is ‘higher’ for 
high-income earners. Higher income commuters may have greater elasticities between modes of transport, representing a 
convenience premium.  
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Particulate matter is associated with respiratory disease and we model the benefits of reductions in 

pollution according to methods of the UK’s Environment Agency (HM Treasury, 2013). NOx, SO2 and 

ammonia emissions can contribute to smog, acid rain and are also considered in this analysis, valued at UK 

government damage costs. Carbon emissions contribute to climate change and are valued in this study by 

the traded value of carbon on the EU Emissions Trading System—currently around £4/tonne (HM Treasury, 

2017a). Noise pollution reductions are valued according to EU guidance (Ricardo-AEA, 2014).  

 

 

Physical Activity:  For active transport modes that encourage physical activity health benefits 

can be valued in terms of avoided disease. Based on different rates of illness between cyclists 

and non-cyclists provided by DfT estimates, we estimate an annual benefit of over £600 for 

every individual switching from car travel to cycling (UK Department for Transport, 2014). Similar benefits 

from physical activity are assumed for walkers. 

 

These benefits are based on national estimates of the benefits of vehicle switching and there may be 

additional potential benefits depending on the regional context, and where a systematic shift in the way 

the transport system is organised is in question. For example, if the transport system could be innovated in 

such a way that it not only improved mobility and exercise of the average population, but actively targeted 

segments of the population with high morbidity rates (mental and physical) associated with low mobility, 

then there would be additional – and potentially large – cost savings to the health system. 

 

 

Maintenance Savings:  Additional benefits include more efficient physical infrastructure. 

Physical infrastructure including roads and bridges require less maintenance with lower vehicle 

volumes. These are calculated on a per kilometre reduction in car travelled following EU 

guidance (Ricardo-AEA, 2014).  

 

 

Quality of Life:  Efficient transportation systems also bring quality of life benefits, reflected in 

higher retention rates among residents and increased property values. Specific values for 

Exeter are not captured in this study, as site-specific details are not available.  

 

In calculating the benefits of congestion reduction measures, we assume that changes made in 

commuting travel spillover into other travel needs. As people switch their commuting behaviour, they 

might also decide to use other modes of transport for their remaining travel needs. This could manifest 

itself in various ways. Households might just use their car less often (extending its lifetime), or households 

with two cars that begin to commute by other mode of transport might decide to drive less and retire one 

car. This spillover into non-commute travel is assumed to make up 39% of total kilometres of travel avoided 

as a result of the interventions.  

 

The specific benefits assigned to each intervention measure are considered below: 

 

4.3.1 Reducing Demand 
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Examples of interventions to reduce demand for travel include programmes to encourage remote working, 

congestion pricing, dynamic car park pricing and road pricing. Some of these would be expected to both 

reduce demand for travel in general, and result in a switch from car travel to alternative modes of 

transport. Efforts to shift demand for travel out of peak times, such as phased school start times, can also 

reduce congestion.  

 

In the Vivid Model, these interventions are modelled through a single parameter, which assumes a 

reduction in travel demand equivalent to 6% of all car trips, removing about 1,000 cars from the commuter 

system.24  Costs are assumed to be equivalent in proportion to those experienced in congestion charging 

schemes for London and Stockholm. The effect of changes in demand for transport draw on case studies of 

transportation interventions in other cities as detailed in Appendix 4. 

 

The modelled benefits of reducing demand for car travel include:  

 energy cost savings from each car kilometre avoided,  

 non-fuel costs of motoring (including vehicle maintenance) for each car kilometre avoided,  

 carbon/particulate matter emissions and noise avoided per kilometre car journey avoided,  

 infrastructure maintenance costs per kilometre car traffic avoided, 

 time savings equal to the average journey length,  

 and reduced accidents for each avoided kilometre of car journey avoided. 

 

4.3.2 Increased vehicle occupancy 

 

Increasing vehicle occupancy through car-sharing reduces the number of cars commuting to and from 

Exeter. This shift could result from a range of initiatives to increase vehicle occupancy, including high-

occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, community- and employer-based car clubs, or social media apps to connect 

drivers and passengers. By assuming an increased vehicle occupancy, from the current average occupancy 

of 1.14 passengers per car to 2.0 passengers per car we can estimate the number of vehicles that could be 

taken off the roads through these measures. These changes result in a reduction of 8,025 cars per day.  

 

The costs of administering car sharing programmes are modelled based on a revealed cost from car sharing 

apps,25 applied to our modelling of kilometres travelled via car sharing. Additional capital costs not 

modelled may include converting parking spaces to dedicated car sharing areas or the installation of HOV 

lanes. 

 

The modelled benefits of increasing car occupancy for car travel include: 

 energy cost savings from each car kilometre avoided,  

 non-fuel costs of motoring (including vehicle maintenance) for each car kilometre avoided,  

 carbon/particulate matter emissions and noise avoided per kilometre car journey avoided,  

 infrastructure maintenance costs per kilometre car traffic avoided, 

 value of time saved from reduced congestion resulting from increased vehicle occupancies,  

                                                      
24 A share of 5.7 per cent of all commuter trips is on par with observed reduction in travel in London after the congestion charge 
was implemented in 2003, correcting for increased vehicle occupancy. 
25 Cost assumptions were based on published information about costs and pricing for such apps, with additional clarification from 
interviews with companies currently providing such apps. 
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 and reduced accidents for each kilometre of car journey avoided.26 

 

4.3.3 Public Transport 

 

Shifting travel demand from cars to buses reduces the number of vehicles on the road during peak traffic 

times (i.e. from 1 vehicle for every 1.14 commuters to 1 vehicle for every 25 commuters).  Shifts can result 

from price-based policies or by increasing supply of bus services to communities with a high concentration 

of commuters. 

 

We assume that 23% of car journeys needed to meet the congestion reduction target are converted to bus 

travel. This results in an additional 4,200 return daily bus trips, a 45% increase on 2011 bus travel 

throughout the region. The 'rebound' effect of these additional bus trips is taken into account, which 

reduces the overall effective conversion of car journeys to bus journeys to 21%.27 

 

Expected benefits include reduced accidents, pollution, fuel savings, etc. We do not include additional time 

savings for bus commuter journeys, as we assume the journey takes as long via bus as it would by car. 

However, bus passengers are assumed to share from system-wide time savings benefits from reduced 

congestion. Additionally, adding new buses to Exeter’s roads is likely to have an effect on congestion. We 

account for this in the model by assuming each bus carrying an average of 25 passengers increases 

congestion by the same amount as two cars, drawing from Transport for London modelling guidelines. 

 

Shifting travel demand from cars to train may be able to accommodate high passenger loads, but is a less 

flexible option. Once capacity thresholds are reached, more costly upgrades are required to bring greater 

capacity online. 

 

We assume that 14% of car journeys needed to meet the congestion reduction targets are converted to rail 

travel. This results in an additional 2,700 return daily rail trips, a 50% increase on 2011 rail travel 

throughout the region. 

 

Benefits include reduced accidents, pollution and fuel savings, etc. We do not include additional time 

savings for rail commuter journeys.  

 

4.3.4 Active Modes:  Cycling 

 

Cycling is a viable alternative to car travel, and has lower capital costs that other vehicle-based modes. 

However, cycling is highly sensitive to traveller preferences and requires new infrastructure such as cycle 

lanes along commute routes.  We assume that nine% of car journeys needed to meet the congestion 

reduction target are converted to cycling. This results in an additional 1,600 return daily cycle trips, a 23% 

increase on 2011 cycle travel throughout the region. 

 

                                                      
26 Cost estimates for road deaths and casualties are based on a per-vehicle kilometre travelled unit cost derived from country-level 
data. As modelled in this study, this figure does not reflect changes in risk from shifts in traffic volume or from changes in vehicle 
occupancy levels.  
27 We assume that every additional bus contributes congestion costs equal to adding two cars to the road, this reduces the benefits 
of a 23% reduction in car journeys by switching to buses by 2 percentage points, modelled as a 21% switch from cars to buses. 
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We assume no benefits (or costs) from time saving, but there is an assumed additional health benefit per 

journey (described below). 

 

4.3.5 Active Modes:  Walking 

 

While commuters from outside Exeter are unlikely to commute by foot given significant distances between 

home and work, walking can replace short trips within Exeter city. Walking rates for commuting are already 

high within the city based on the last census. We assume that six% of car journeys needed to meet the 

congestion reduction target are converted to walking. This results in an additional 1,000 daily walking trips 

in the city centre, a seven% increase on 2011 pedestrian travel throughout the region. 

 

We assume no benefits (or costs) from time saving, but there is an assumed additional health benefit per 

journey (described below). 

 

4.3.6 Vehicle Fleet Efficiency 

 

Additionally, we consider the effects of vehicle fleet efficiency for remaining car trips. Transitioning to 

electric vehicles can bring substantial environmental and financial benefits to residents in the region. 

Specific measures recommended in the UK’s Fifth Carbon Budget are detailed in Appendix 4. 

 

We assume penetration of Electric Vehicles (EVs) into Greater Exeter’s car fleet on a scale comparable with 

uptake at a national level. This forecast reflects the Government’s recent announcement of its intention to 

require all cars sold in the UK to be zero emissions vehicles by 2040.28 We therefore assume that EVs 

account for 10,000 of new car sales in Greater Exeter by 2025 (13% of new cars purchases). 

 

New EVs are then compared to cars with internal combustion engines to calculate benefits from energy 

savings, net of electricity costs and avoided carbon and particulate matter emissions. 

 

4.4 Estimating the costs of transport interventions 

 

In quantifying potential costs, we consider the average cost of each of the proposed measures at the 

margin. These costs capture the operations, maintenance and vehicle capital expenditures required to 

transport commuters. Mode-switching strategies are costed using average costs per passenger kilometre 

travelled for each mode. For example, where other areas have implemented similar measures, we have 

captured available cost data and impacts of alternative modes of transport. A literature review of practices 

for mode-switching and demand reduction in other cities is provided in Appendix 4. 
 

We do not include costs associated with major one-off capital investment, such as additional 

infrastructure and system investments. In particular, cycle and bus lanes expansion, bus or rail station 

                                                      
28 Though no detail on the government’s plans was available at the time of this report, we have generated a forecast based on 2017 
electric vehicle share of new cars sold in the UK (4.2 per cent per this article): 
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/feb/06/new-uk-car-sales-electric-vehicle-drives-12-year-sales-high) and aligned with 
a modelling exercise produced for the Committee on Climate Change that projects 100 per cent zero emissions vehicle sales in 
2040, as well as Bloomberg New Energy Finance projections for global market penetration (Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 2017; 
Element Energy, Ecolane, & University of Aberdeen, 2013). The forecast is included in Appendix 4 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/feb/06/new-uk-car-sales-electric-vehicle-drives-12-year-sales-high
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expansion, and park-and-ride expansion that might be required to support any significant shifts in travel 

mode are not included in the cost assessments. We exclude these costs as they vary widely by project, and 

would need a detailed (bespoke) engineering assessment, which is not available at the time of writing. 

 

Similarly, we exclude any potential savings in infrastructure investment from these strategies, such as 

lower maintenance costs based on reduced demand for additional capacity on roads.  

 

4.4.1 Costs of transport interventions in the Exeter area 

 

For each measure we use a variety of sources to assess the likely intervention costs. Cost estimates are 

made “top down”, and are not based on the detailed specification of the interventions in Exeter City. As 

such, they are not precise estimates of NPVs, but rather provide a high-level assessment of the net present 

value such interventions might achieve were they applied to Exeter with a similar experience as that of 

other cities. 

 

Costs assessed for transport interventions include demand reduction measures, mode-switching and 

fleet efficiency programmes. Commuters still making the journey into Exeter city will use an alternative 

form of transportation, likely a bus, train, cycle or combination of modes. Each alternative mode of travel 

has additional costs, borne through tickets, fares or equipment purchases.29 Users switching from car travel 

to no travel (i.e. working remotely) will not incur alternative travel costs, however the required 

interventions to induce such reductions (e.g. congestion charging and dynamic parking pricing) will involve 

some public costs.  

 

Costs for introducing electric vehicles include a premium on the capital cost of vehicles along with the 

cost of electricity to charge batteries in cars and vans. We use estimates by the UK Committee on Climate 

Change on the price premium for different types of electric vehicles compared to equivalent internal 

combustion engine vehicles (Committee on Climate Change, 2015). We then calculate the savings achieved 

by such vehicles in terms of the cost of electricity to charge them compared to the cost of petrol or diesel, 

using government electricity, petrol and diesel price estimates. This involves a cost savings over time, in 

favour of electric vehicles. 

 

In addition to vehicle capital costs (car, bus and rail), there may also be new infrastructure costs required 

for large-scale expansion of bus, rail and cycling related infrastructure; and corresponding savings from 

reduced infrastructure for passenger vehicles. We do not include these infrastructure costs or savings in 

our model, as they would require detailed, bespoke, engineering studies. The net benefits presented 

should therefore be interpreted as benefits excluding infrastructure costs or savings, and would be most 

accurate with regards to ‘marginal’ shifts that do not require large structural changes in infrastructure. This 

will be a more accurate assumption in the near term (and in certain areas such as car-sharing), and less 

accurate in the long term as changes become more systematic.  

 

  

                                                      
29 Costs of alternative modes of travel are based on DECC 2050 Pathways Model and Vivid Economics own calculations 
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4.5 Net benefits from transport measures 

Excluding infrastructure costs, the full suite of transportation interventions would yield a positive net 

present value of over £1.3 billion to 2050. 30 This equates to £145 million in GVA uplift created per year 

over the intervention period. Measures to reduce congestion contribute £640 million, while efficiency 

improvements through electric vehicles contribute c. £670 million. Table 5 presents the benefit-cost ratios 

for each intervention, alongside the NPV for each intervention.  

Table 5. Benefit cost ratios of transport interventions 

Intervention BCR including wider benefits NPV 

Improve efficiency of vehicle fleet 2.0 £670 m 

Increase vehicle occupancy through car sharing 11 £285 m 

Switch from car to bus travel 6.9 £130 m 

Switch from car to bike travel 4.1 £65 m 

Switch from car travel to walking Very high £54 m 

Reduce demand for travel 2.3 £47 m 

Switch from car to rail travel 2.0 £59 m 

 

Note: Estimates calculated to 2050 and based on 40% congestion reduction goal; costs do not include system or 
infrastructure costs 

Source: Vivid Economics 

4.5.1 Congestion-reducing measures 

Taken together the congestion-reducing measures assessed in this study provide £640 million in net 

present value. This equates to £70 million in GVA uplift created per year over the intervention period. 

Figure 25 shows estimated costs and benefits for each of the congestion-reducing interventions presented 

in Section 4.3, and shows how the benefits breakdown across different benefit categories. The vast 

majority of the benefits contributing to these NPV gains come from time savings (40% of total), energy 

savings (32%), and vehicle cost and infrastructure maintenance cost savings (20%). The remaining 8% of 

benefits come from health and environmental benefits. Of the net benefits resulting from congestion-

reducing measures, c.20% come from their spillover effect of travel patterns during non-congestion times. 

                                                      
30 All net present value calculations in this report are for interventions executed by 2025, but whose costs and benefits are 
modelled through to 2050. This does not assume any extension of interventions beyond 2025, but does assume that interventions 
to 2025 are maintained through 2050 and continue to provide benefits until then. All net present value figures are discounted to 
2017 
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Figure 25. Costs and benefits from congestion reduction measures (PV to 2050) 

 

 
Note: Results are displayed for a 40% congestion reduction scenario 

Source: Vivid Economics 

As shown in Figure 25, different interventions have quite different (discounted) costs as a proportion of 

their (discounted) value. Switching to walking and car sharing have the highest cost-benefit ratios, as they 

involve no alternative capital or fuel costs, and are a product of relatively inexpensive interventions. 

Switching to bus, cycles or eliminating travel entirely have medium cost benefit ratios as they involve some 

alternative vehicle costs, but these are also relatively modest. Rail travel has the lowest benefit-cost profile, 

due to the capital and operating costs for trains being higher.  

 

Nevertheless, it is important to note that specific circumstances could alter these ratios in the short or 

long term, depending on more detailed assessment of conditions in Exeter City. For example, in the short 

term, existing rail services and staff may be able to absorb new passengers at low or zero costs if these 

services are running below capacity. More detailed information is necessary to understand how many 

passengers existing facilities can serve before requiring high-cost upgrades to rail service. Similarly, as 

discussed above, we do not look at large infrastructure investment (e.g. park-and-ride, new cycle or bus 

lanes, improved rail network, etc.). In general, the inclusion of such costs would reduce the cost benefit 

ratio of switching to rail, bus or cycling relative to the other interventions.  

 

4.5.2 Electric vehicles 

Introducing electric vehicles into the Greater Exeter fleet would generate over £670 million in net present 

value benefits for the region. This equates to £75 million in GVA uplift created per year over the 

intervention period. Figure 25 shows estimated costs and benefits from a transition to greater 

electrification of transport. The vast majority of benefits come from energy savings, with a much smaller 

fraction attributable to lower air pollution and CO2 emissions. This is in part due to the fact that PM10 
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emissions do not generate as high a benefit for EVs compared to alternative transportation interventions. A 

large proportion of PM10 emissions from vehicle traffic are related to tyres and road dust rather than fuel 

source (Timmers & Achten, 2016). 

Figure 26. Benefits from electrical vehicle penetration are derived from energy savings and reduced pollution 

 

Note: Results are displayed for a 40% congestion reduction scenario 

Source: Vivid Economics 

4.5.3 Stimulus Effects 

The impact of stimulus effects based on infrastructure investment is not assessed since the quantum of 

these is heavily context specific. For the same reason, no estimate of gross stimulus effects – jobs or GVA – 

is made since these are contingent on the size of the capital investment programme. Related to this, net 

economic benefit calculations do not take into account any major shifts in infrastructure. This will be 

appropriate for a calculation of relatively near-term benefits, but in the longer-term the Exeter City Futures’ 

vision is likely to include changes in transport infrastructure which bring an additional mix of both costs, 

savings and economic stimulus effects not assessed in this report. 
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5 Opportunities for export-oriented businesses 
 

The analysis in Section 3 and Section 4 evaluates the benefits of implementing Exeter City Futures targets 

across Greater Exeter’s energy and transport sectors based measures that are viable today. However, 

even greater benefits can be generated if this transformation is accompanied by the development of 

local companies that are competitive in these sectors. As discussed, Energy and Transportation sectors 

form a core part of the Infrastructure Systems market, seen to be worth 1.2trillion per annum by 2025 

(Innovate UK, 2016).  Successful development of export-oriented companies in the region could serve as an 

engine for further growth. 

 

“The Infrastructure Systems sector group covers the major global market opportunities in optimising 

transport and energy systems and integrating these with other systems such as health and digital in an 

urban context.” 

 

Innovate UK, Delivery Plan 2016/17 

 

5.1.1 Analysis of opportunities in the energy sector 

 

The Technology Innovation Needs Assessment (TINA) project analysed potential UK markets for a 

number of low carbon technologies. Markets assessed include solar, wind, marine and bioenergy, nuclear 

fission and carbon capture, electricity networks, energy efficiency in buildings and industrial processes, 

hydrogen transport fuel and electric vehicle infrastructure (Low Carbon Innovation Co-ordination Group, 

2014). For each technology group, TINA estimates the potential value creation from exporting products 

related to low carbon technologies, taking national circumstances and competitive advantage into account. 

This is analysed in terms of additional value added – a figure comparable to the net present value of 

productivity benefits estimated in the previous section. 

 

Table 6 shows technology-specific economic prizes for Greater Exeter in the energy sector under a 

baseline and ‘market leader’ scenario. These scenarios do not represent a ‘minimum’ and ‘maximum’ 

range, but rather a best estimate of a feasible ‘low’ and ‘high’ ranges for the energy sector given significant 

national and international competition in each of these innovation areas. Exceptionally bad or exceptionally 

good performance by Greater Exeter could result in significantly lower or higher benefits. 

Table 6. Potential low carbon technology markets in Greater Exeter 

Technology 2050 NPV – Baseline (£ m) 
2050 NPV – Market Leader 

Scenario (£ m) 

Solar Photovoltaics and Thermal Power 113 140 

Electricity Networks 105 209 

Domestic Building Energy Efficiency 11 42 

Non-Domestic Building Energy Efficiency 9 17 

Heat 156 312 

Industrial Processes 24 47 

Total 417 767 
 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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Figure 27 compares these scenarios, showing significant opportunity for Exeter to develop export 

markets in heat and electricity networks (including energy storage). 

Figure 27. Low carbon market potential in Greater Exeter 

 
 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

Under the baseline scenario, UK’s TINA market estimations are scaled to the regional level by the share 

of the UK’s 2015 GVA generated in Greater Exeter. On this basis Greater Exeter produced 0.61% of output 

in the the UK economy in 2015. This baseline scenario should not be taken for granted, or interpreted as 

‘business as usual’ since the TINAs assume a high-level of UK innovation activity required to achieve these 

benefits. This baseline simply means that the Greater Exeter matches the overall national effort.  

 

The ‘market leader’ scenario assumes Greater Exeter can take more than a proportional share of low 

carbon export markets, where it is currently competitive in national markets. A multiplier is calculated for 

each TINA subsector, based on the closeness and competitiveness of the most relevant employment sector 

in today’s Greater Exeter. Competitiveness is defined as the sector’s comparative advantage, calculated 

from the share of the local labour force employed in the sector compared to the share of the national 

labour force employed in the sector. Closeness is defined as the extent to which Greater Exeter LAs current 

labour force works in areas closely related to the sector, drawn from complexity analysis explained in 

Appendix 6 – Complexity Analysis. The ‘market leader’ scenario is not an absolute cap on Greater Exeter’s 

potential. It represents relative success based on what successful regions have achieved in the past, but 

does not represent a transformational change. 

 

Table 7 shows which sectors in Exeter City’s current economy were assessed against opportunity areas in 

the TINAs. Based on this assessment, Greater Exeter’s potential economic prize from exports in 

innovative energy related goods and services is estimated to be between £420 million and £770 million in 

net present value terms to 2050. This figure is comparable to the net present value of productivity benefits 

estimated in the previous sections. 
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In addition, were the Greater Exeter region to successfully ‘crowd in’ these new businesses by drawing in 

additional labour and capital, the potential benefits could be double these values. The detailed estimates 

assume some reasonable level of crowding out of other economic activity. This will be especially true when 

looking at the national level, but at a regional level it is possible that strongly performing regions will 

succeed in drawing labour and capital from other regions. 

Table 7. Sectors selected for potential market analysis 

TINA technology Subsector Corresponding employment sector and SIC code 

Solar PV Electric Motors 
271: Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and 
electricity distribution and control apparatus 

  261: Manufacture of electronic components and boards 

 Glass 231: Manufacture of glass and glass products 

Industrial Processes Cement 235: Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster 

 Chemicals 
201: Manufacture of basic chemicals, fertilisers and nitrogen compounds, 
plastics and synthetic rubber in primary forms 

 Steel 241: Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys 

 Food and Drink 110: Manufacture of beverages 

 All 
253: Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water 
boilers 

Heat All 275: Manufacture of domestic appliances 

Electricity Networks Batteries 272: Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 

 Distribution 
271: Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and 
electricity distribution and control apparatus 

  262: Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 

 Wiring 273: Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices 

Domestic Buildings Materials 233: Manufacture of clay building materials 

  274: Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 

 Project Development 411: Development of building projects 

Non-Domestic Buildings Materials 233: Manufacture of clay building materials 

  274: Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 

 Project Development 411: Development of building projects 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

5.1.2 Analysis of opportunities in the intelligent transport sector 

 

The additional potential value estimate could be of roughly the same magnitude. Detailed analysis for the 

transport sector in the UK has been conducted by the Transport Systems Catapult. They assess that “the 

global transport market is estimated to be in the region of £5tn and continues to grow, particularly in 
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emerging markets. The digital augmentation of this market is set to grow at a much more rapid pace and 

the market for [intelligent mobility], estimated at £275bn in 2015 could be in excess of £900bn by 2025.  

This growth of nearly 13% per year provides a significant opportunity for companies that enter early” 

(Transport Systems Catapult, 2016).  Were the previous analysis extended to the transport sector, it is 

reasonable to think the benefits in the transport sector will be of the same order of magnitude as those for 

the energy sector. 

 

5.2 Combined Effect 

 

Overall, assuming similar levels of export benefits across both energy and transport, and assuming 

greater levels of ‘crowding in’, the benefits from export oriented businesses could be in the low billions 

of pounds – comparable to the total productivity benefits found in the previous two sections. Effectively 

a transformational growth in these industries could correspond to ~£3bn of NPV or a GVA uplift of £330m 

per annum. 
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6 Conclusion 
 
This interim report presents a compelling case for investment in Infrastructure Systems within Exeter that 

supports Exeter City Futures’ goal to make the city Energy Independent and Congestion Free by 2025. This 

Interim Economic Report sets out the benefits of the Exeter City Futures programme based on an 

independent review of the proposed interventions. The analysis, conducted and validated by Vivid 

Economics, builds on the comprehensive technical work to date. This work includes the Energy 

Independence Report (City Science Corporation, 2017a) and the forthcoming Strategic Transport Report – 

“Virtual Roads”. 

 

Section 1 of this report sets out an urban development framework and proposes a model to evaluate and 

quantify the extent to which enhancements across Infrastructure Systems will improve productivity and 

provide a catalyst for major economic stimulus within the region. 

 

Section 2 sets out the baseline situation and defines a comparator group for the subsequent analysis. This 

‘current state’ assessment paints a picture of a diverse region with strong public institutions and high 

employment but notes weakness in productivity, innovation and exports relative to the comparator group 

and the cities to which the region aspires. It also sets out the current costs and challenges resulting from 

the energy and transport status quo. 

 

Across a number of key economic metrics, Exeter is shown to compare unfavourably to its peer group:   

– Exeter City’s GVA per worker is toward the lower end of its comparator group – if it had the same 

level of productivity per worker as Bristol or Brighton, its GVA could be about 12% higher  

– The Devon region scores poorly for innovation, ranking 29th out of 38 regions (Centre for Economics 

and Business Research local innovation index) 

– Greater Exeter falls near the bottom of the comparator group for its share of ‘knowledge intensive’ 

businesses – falling someway short of Bristol and Brighton 

– Greater Exeter is the fifth lowest exporting region of the UK (Centre for Cities, 2017)31  

– Greater Exeter also appears to be losing younger workers to other regions. Exeter Local Authority 

(LA) is below the national average for labour force size in the age range including recent graduates 

from university – 20-24 year olds comprise only 10% of Exeter’s work force, compared to 13% 

nationally. 

 

Further aspects of underperformance relate specifically to the current provision of energy and transport. 

Qualitative studies and stakeholder interviews point consistently to the fact that Greater Exeter suffers 

from relatively poor infrastructure, especially ICT and transport. Levels of congestion into and out of Exeter 

City are particularly problematic (Inrix, 2016) and as a result, CO2 emissions per capita are relatively high.  

 

Section 2 also summarises the key input from stakeholders setting out a largely consensus view that Exeter 

has a strong set of assets and good quality of life but has struggled to form a coherent and compelling pitch 

to government and the business and investment community. 

 

                                                      
31 On an exports-per job basis 
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The following sections develop the case for the Exeter City Futures’ programme, demonstrating the 

opportunity and value creation the initiatives could deliver. Many initiatives have been found to be cost-

effective today and could be implemented with positive net present values. 

 

Section 3 establishes that £1.8bn of potential NPV benefit could be obtained through the enactment of 

cost-effective measures across Energy Efficiency and on-site generation. The analysis concludes that 

investment into these initiatives would create 8,700 jobs and deliver £465m of increased GVA per annum. 

The cost-effect measures are also seen to produce a 20% reduction against current energy cost – an 

important gain for a region that imports roughly 90% of its supply.   

 
Section 4 develops a model for the evaluation of transport interventions, valuing the benefits across value-

of-time, safety, fuel savings, pollution, physical activity and maintenance. The model establishes that 

£1.3bn of NPV benefits would result from the interventions identified to date and that comparable levels of 

stimulus may be forthcoming from the programme roll-out, dependent on specific infrastructure costs.  

 

Finally, Section 5 discusses the export benefits from further innovations within the Energy and Transport 

sectors. Here the report concludes that innovation in the energy and transport sectors offers significant 

additional opportunity to improve the regions’ productivity and growth, to stimulate jobs promote and 

economic expansion. In total, innovation-driven improvements carried out between now and 2025 in these 

two sectors could create £3 billion in net present value for the region.32 Such improvements represent a 

potential win-win for Greater Exeter - increasing per capita income, while improving health outcomes and 

environmental sustainability. 

 

Taken in aggregate this report demonstrates that the Exeter City Futures’ programme, if successful, could 

create up to: 

 

• £3.9bn of NPV benefits in the base-case (and £6.1bn of NPV benefits in the high case when 

considering maximum innovation and export benefits) 

 

• The creation of up to 8,700 jobs by 2025 (excluding jobs related to the establishment of new 

innovative companies) 

 

• £860m of annual GVA uplift from the measures introduced and their associated stimulus effects. 

 

Infrastructure Systems straddle the city’s existing assets, skills and areas of expertise. As a global market, 

forecast to be worth £1.2tr by government, Infrastructure Systems represents a compelling and ambitious 

pitch with the potential to deliver significant productivity, innovation and export gains. 

 

 

                                                      
32 All net present value calculations in this report are for interventions implemented to their full potential until 2050, but whose 
costs and benefits are modelled beyond that depending of the lifespan of the assets in question. This assumes interventions are 
extended should their lifespans expire before 2050, and that those renewed close to 2050 continue to provide benefits beyond 
2050. All net present value figures are discounted to 2018 
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Appendix 1 – Assumptions and Sources 
in the Energy Efficiency Analysis 

This appendix describes the assumptions and sources used in the energy efficiency analysis.  

 

Assumptions underlying cost-benefit analysis in the energy sector mirror Government advice and 

research practices applied in similar studies: 

– Cost of capital: We assume that installation of energy technology is financed over an eight-year 

window at an 8% capital cost. This follows the approach used in the Climate Smart Cities analysis 

(Gouldson & Millward-Hopkins, 2013).  

– Investment schedule: Cost-effective energy efficiency technology is deployed evenly each year over 

the period 2018 to 2025, while energy generation technology installation is assumed deployed over 

the slightly longer period 2018 to 2026. The longer instalment schedule for generation technologies 

allows for adoption of maximum cost reductions. 

– Social discount rate: A social discount rate of 3.5% is applied to all costs and benefits, following the 

latest guidance in the UK Treasury Green Book (HM Treasury, 2011). This means that benefits and 

costs are weighted progressively lower in the future, to reflect consumer preferences for 

consumption today over consumption tomorrow, and uncertainty about the future. This is 

important, as benefits persist indefinitely, but that does not necessarily imply all investments 

(which incur costs today) should be made. 

– Investment appraisal period: We consider the discounted flow of costs and benefits assuming that 

the intervention is consistently maintained up until 2050. Post 2050, additional cashflows from the 

intervention are accounted for but no new investment occurs. 

 

Cost and energy performance data for various interventions come from both regional technical studies 

and global databases: 

– Energy efficiency: energy performance for various interventions in the domestic, commercial and 

industrial sectors, in terms GWh of electricity and fossil fuels saved and scale of deployment is 

sourced from City Science’s Energy Independence Report (City Science Corporation, 2017).  

– Energy prices: projected energy prices were issued by DECC in 2015. 

– Costs of interventions: costs for energy efficiency interventions are sources from sector-specific 

sources 

o Domestic sector: costs sourced from data provided by University of Leeds Centre for 

Climate Change Economics and Policy 

o Commercial sector: costs sourced from the Investment Property Forum’s 2012 energy 

efficiency report (Investment Property Forum, 2012) 

o Industrial sector: costs sourced from the International Energy Association’s 2014 World 

Energy Investment Outlook 

o Renewable Energy supply: costs sourced from BEIS 2016 Costs of Electricity Generation 

report 

 

Reduced carbon emissions associated with the modelled reduction in final energy consumption would 

generate an additional net benefit of c. £37 million over the lifetime of interventions. The reduction in 
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energy consumption associated with the cost-effective energy efficiency measures would generate carbon 

savings of 230,000 tonnes each year. Avoided carbon emissions are valued with traded and non-traded 

carbon prices. The traded carbon price is the value of a tonne of carbon on carbon markets linked to the 

European Emissions Trading System, representing monetisable benefits, while the non-traded value 

represents the social costs avoided from carbon emissions. The 2017 traded price of carbon of £4.22/tonne 

CO2 equivalent while the non-traded price of carbon is £64/tonne CO2 equivalent (HM Treasury, 2017b).33  

Non-traded carbon prices may be relevant in calculations of social benefits, but are not included in this 

evaluation of economic impacts. 

 

Future carbon prices are projected to increase as countries begin to approach emissions reduction goals 

set in international agreements. The UK Government has projected future traded carbon prices, given 

existing carbon budgets, which we use to calculate the value of carbon benefits to 2025. Traded and non-

traded carbon prices are expected to reach parity in 2030, when the UK expects to emit 57% of 1990 

greenhouse gas levels (The Committee on Climate Change, 2017).  
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Table 8. Cost-effective energy efficiency measures in the domestic sector 

Technology  
Total Capital Cost 

(initial installation) 
Annual Energy saved Benefit-Cost ratio 

Loft insulation  £21 million 50 GWh 12 - 5 

Appliance demand reduction £67 million 105 GWh 5.2 

Cavity wall insulation £55 million 85 GWh 3.5 

More efficient lighting £20 million 50 GWh 3.2 

Hot water tank insulation £5 million 9 GWh 2.4 

Smart metering £37 million 47 GWh 2.3 

Draft proofing £12 million 17 GWh 2.3 

    

Improved space heating controls £6 million 4 GWh 0.6 

Solid wall insulation £481 million 126 GWh 0.6 

Hot water pipe insulation £6 million 3 GWh 0.5 

Floor insulation £60 million 10 GWh 0.4 

Window upgrade £3,160 million 84 GWh 0.3-0.0 

Gas boiler upgrade £253 million 59 GWh 0.2 

External wall insulation £4,165 million 222 GWh 0.1 

Heat pumps £2,425 million 1,172 GWh 0.01 

 
 

Note: ‘Capital Cost’ also includes financing costs and is presented in undiscounted sums; technologies in bold are included in 
cost-effective economic analysis 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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Table 9. Cost-effective energy efficiency measures in the commercial sector 

Technology  
Total Capital Cost  

(initial installation) 
Annual Energy saved Benefit-Cost ratio 

Office equipment measures - 1.0 GWh Incidental cost 

Catering measures - 27 GWh Incidental cost 

EnerPhit standards - 9.3 GWh Incidental cost 

Behavioural energy management - 18 GWh Incidental cost 

Gas boiler upgrade £0.9 million 17 GWh 16.8 

Draft proofing £1.6 million 4.7 GWh 3.8 

Occupancy and daylight sensors £10 million 47 GWh 3.5 

Heating use optimisation £5 million 18 GWh 3.2 

Heat recovery from outlet air £5 million 9.2 GWh 1.7 

Floor insulation £2.5 million 2.8 GWh 1.4 

Wall insulation £5 million 4.7 GWh 1.2 

LED lighting £148 million 78 GWh 0.7 

Loft/roof insulation £10 million 4.7 GWh 0.6 

Replacement windows £59 million 5.1 GWh 0.3 

Fan efficiency and natural venting £13 million 1.8 GWh 0.1 

Heat pumps £48 million 35 GWh 0.07 

 
 

Note: ‘Capital Cost’ also includes financing costs and is presented in undiscounted sums; technologies in bold are included in 
cost-effective economic analysis  

Source: Vivid Economics 
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Table 10. Cost-effective energy efficiency measures in the industrial sector 

Technology  
Total Capital Cost 

 (initial installation) 
Annual Energy saved Benefit-Cost ratio 

Other motor efficiencies - 15 GWh Incidental Cost 

Energy efficiency management - 82 GWh Incidental cost 

Compressed air optimisation and 
efficiency 

£0.1 m 5 GWh 123 

Minimised motor requirements £0.1 m 3.5 GWh 123 

Waste heat economisers £0.4 m 6.7 GWh 22 

Variable speed drives £1.7 m 6.6 GWh 11 

Optimised burners £1.6 m 13 GWh 11 

Better sizing of motors £2 m 5 GWh 7 

Higher efficiency motors £0.9 m 1.3 GWh 4.1 

Improved lighting £13 m 7 GWh 1.5 

Efficient refrigeration £35 m 7 GWh 0.6 

Paper - High concentration size press £53 m 17.5 GWh 0.4 

Paper – Heat recovery and integration £62 m 12 GWh 0.2 

Paper – Reducing air requirements 
(enclosed hood) 

£54 m 8.4 GWh 0.2 

 
 

Note: ‘Capital Cost’ also includes financing costs and is presented in undiscounted sums; technologies in bold are included in 

cost-effective economic analysis  

Source: Vivid Economics 
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Appendix 2 – Defining Congestion 

Road congestion is viewed as a major economic cost on communities around the UK, with costs from 

congestion estimated to reach £21 billion by 2030 (CEBR, 2014). Congestion impacts labour productivity, 

human health and environmental quality. High congestion can undermine regional growth strategies, by 

discouraging residents and businesses to move to an area with significant gridlock.  

 

Congestion can be measured as a function of actual speed of travel and distances travelled by 

commuters. Box 1 outlines the approach suggested in report from the Centre for Economics and Business 

Research for calculating congestion. 

 

Box 2. Measuring congestion 

Congestion is defined as a speed below 65% of free-flow speeds (i.e. speed limits) (INRIX, 
2016). The estimation of average speed is described as a function of the Volume to Capacity 
ratio of a road segment, as shown below:  

S̅= 
S0

[1+a (
V
C)

b

]

 

This equation estimates average speed 𝑆̅ by dividing free-flow speed S0 by a transformation of 
the ratio of road volume (i.e. cars currently on the road) to road capacity. Previous studies 
indicate that a can be assumed to equal 0.7 and b to equal 2. Given this specification, as the 
V/C ratio approaches 1, average speeds continue to fall below free-flow speeds, creating 
further congestion. 

 

Speed lost to congestion (�̂�) can be represented as the difference between free-flow speed 

and average speed: 

�̂� =  𝑆0 − 𝑆̅ 

 

Congestion in terms of time can be calculated as the product of �̂� and the average distance 

travelled for a given route. 

𝑇𝑐 =  �̂� ∗ �̅� 

where �̅� is the average distance travelled per driver for a defined area or route. 

 

The cost of congestion, or benefit from reduced congestion, is monetised by calculating the 

Value of Time for all travellers affected by congestion. The Value of Time is calculated as the 

product of time lost because of congestion (Tc) and a proportion of the average local wage 

specific to the type of travel. 
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Figure 28. Traffic count points in Exeter city and surrounding areas 

 

 

Note: Blue markers with numbers represent clusters of traffic count points 

Source: UK Ordnance Survey, 2016 
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Appendix 3 – Transportation Case 
Studies 

Table 11. Strategies for reducing congestion in Greater Exeter 

Strategy Within-city measures 
Commuter traffic 

measures Indicative costs Key case studies 

Reduce/shift 
overall demand 
for travel 

Dynamic parking 
pricing; homeworking 
policies; promote car 
sharing 

Congestion charges;  
road pricing; 
homeworking 
policies; promote 
car sharing 

Low direct enforcement 
costs;  
to offset individual costs, 
revenues reinvested in 
transport options  

Nottingham  
London 
Durham 
Sydney 

Switch from car to 
bus travel 

Increased bus 
frequency; integrated 
travel planning 
system 

Park and Ride 
facilities;  
Express bus services 
to commuter areas 

West Exeter Park and Ride 
budgeted for £5.5 million in 
2011 LTP; 
Bus priority lane budgeted 
£500,000 

Manchester 
London 

Switch from car to 
rail travel 

 

Last-mile options 
including bike share 
schemes and local 
bus service 

New bike share models 
may avoid upfront capital 
costs 

Zagster (US) 
Ofo (Cambridge) 

Switch from car to 
cycle travel 

Cycle lanes and 
crossings;  
bike share systems 

On-road cycle lanes 

Key walking and cycle 
routes budgeted £1.5 
million in LTP;  
On-road cycle lanes 
estimated £30,000/km 
Self-sufficient bike share 
models 

Cambridge 
Oxford 
Bristol  
Norwich 
Brighton 

Switch from car 
travel to walking 

Wayfinding; 
crossings;  
complete streets 

 
Key walking and cycle 
routes budgeted £1.5 
million in LTP 

Edinburgh 
Newcastle 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

Travel demand reduction strategies 

Interventions to reduce overall demand for travel include policies to price the externalities of congestion 

and encourage flexible work practices. Congestion charging policies such as those in place in London and 

Durham have reduced car travel within city centres, with many users shifting to bus travel. In London, car 

travel in the congestion zone has fallen 14% from 2000, bus ridership has increased 42 percentage points 

more than the overall demand for travel. Dynamic parking pricing schemes may decrease car travel into the 

city, as seen in Nottingham, where a workplace parking levy reduced has kept traffic growth flat while 

increasing public transit use by 1 million riders. Local transportation planners assume that 5% of employees 

work from home. Programmes to encourage and facilitate this could increase the share of workers 

choosing not to make their daily commute. 

 

Increasing vehicle occupancy for commuting journeys can deliver congestion reduction benefits with 

minimal costs. Devon County Council currently hosts a car sharing website which supports matching 

commuters and students to reduce vehicle journeys. Phone apps such as BlaBlaCar, easyCar pool, Liftshare 

and GreenRide also connect commuters to support carpooling and cost sharing for car travel. More capital 

intensive measures, such as converting city centre parking spaces, or installing high occupancy priority 
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lanes, have some costs, which can be estimated from experience in other cities. A study for Sydney, 

Australia estimated the cost of converting parking places at AUS$2,245 (c. £1,350) per space, plus a fixed 

cost of AUS$25,886 (c. £15,500) per annum for the time of a planning staff member to coordinate the 

programme (SGS Economic and Planning, 2012). 

 

Switch from car to bus travel 

Bus transit can be encouraged by bringing buses to travellers, and vice versa. Measures designed to 

increase bus ridership among commuters include an 800-car park and ride facility currently planned for a 

site at Alphington Road to the south west of Exeter city (Torbay Council & Devon County Council, 2011). 

Additional commuter-based interventions include express buses between commuter population centres 

during peak travel times and last-mile bus services from commuter rail stations to surrounding residential 

areas. Interventions designed to improve bus service within Exeter city include expanding priority bus lanes 

to more of the city’s roads, construction of a new bus station and increased frequency of service on existing 

routes.  

 

Switch from car to rail travel 

Switching commuters from cars to rail services requires improvements in connections on either side of 

the rail service. Connection networks include bike share systems, car clubs and local bus networks. Car 

clubs are currently promoted and are therefore not assumed to reduce congestion further than current 

impacts. Bike share systems have historically been unpopular because of steep upfront capital costs, as 

seen in Washington D.C. and London. However, new business models show private companies such as 

Zagster in the US and Ofo in China offering bike hire services with no capital cost to local authorities. Ofo, 

for example, has recently opened operations in Cambridge. 

 

Switch from car to cycle travel 

Cycling facilities are heavily supported by government funding schemes, but are constrained by 

commuter attitudes. In the government’s 2017 Cycling and Walking Strategy, over £300 million has been 

outlined in direct support for cycling over the 2015-2020 Parliament (UK Department for Transport, 2016). 

Other funds including those controlled by Local Economic Partnerships and Local Transport Plans are 

eligible to support cycling infrastructure. Tailored cycle support schemes are directed to cities that have 

been granted a City Deal. The 2011 Devon and Torquay Local Transport Plan includes funding for improved 

cycling and walking paths within Exeter City, where cycling rates are already much higher than the national 

average, at 11% of all trips. On-road cycle lanes have the lowest costs of any cycling infrastructure, at 

£20,000/km. Where possible to install on-road cycle lanes without removing lanes, these can offer a quick 

method for expanding cycle capacity without compounding existing congestion.  

 

Switch from car travel to walking for trips within the city centre 

Increasing the number of trips within the city centre taken by foot could reduce midday congestion.. 

Switching a portion of these trips during the sustained period of congestion in the middle of the day to 

walking can reduce the time lost to congestion during the day. Exeter’s Local Transport Plan includes £1.5 

million planned for improving walking and cycling within the city centre. 

 

Non-congestion transport interventions 
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Vivid has identified additional transport sector measures which can generate social and economic 

benefits for Greater Exeter. These interventions relate to the vehicle fleet in Greater Exeter and assume 

local application of national measures proposed by the UK Committee on Climate Change, including the 

market penetration of electric vehicles and connected vehicles. Preliminary estimates indicate a net 

present value of these interventions in Greater Exeter worth £83 million. 

Table 12. Transportation interventions included in the model 

Intervention Benefits Costs Source 

Assume EV penetration 
(cars) 

Reduced petrol and diesel 
consumption, Reduced emissions 

Price Premium, cost 
of electricity 

UK Committee on Climate Change 

Assume EV penetration 
(LGVs) 

Reduced petrol and diesel 
consumption, Reduced emissions 

Price Premium, cost 
of electricity 

UK Committee on Climate Change 

Assume Connected 
Vehicle Penetration 
equivalent to Level 3 
Automation 

Safety—reduced fatalities and 
causalities in bad weather and 
around curves 
Reduced congestion: 15% with 
coordinated cruise control 

Price Premium 

U.S. Department of 
Transportation; 
KPMG & UK Society of Motor 
Manufacturers and Traders 

 

Source: Vivid Economics, based on data from the Committee on Climate Change 

Penetration assumptions for electric vehicles in Greater Exeter are based on our forecast for the UK. 

Figure 29 sets out this forecast to 2040, which reflects the UK Government’s recent announcement to 

require 100% new car sales in 2040 to be of zero emission vehicles. 

Figure 29. All new car sales in the UK will be zero emission, electric vehicles in 2040 

 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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Additional measures include low-cost interventions which have yield additional environmental benefits. 

As shown in Table 13, enforcing speed limits and current engine efficiency requirements could reduce 

emissions and petrol consumption further. 

Table 13. Additional transportation interventions 

Intervention Benefits Costs Source 

Incorporate speed limiting 
Reduced casualties, Reduced emissions 
in some cases 

Potentially higher congestion 
UK Committee 
on Climate 
Change 

Eco-driving Reduced emissions 
Current regulations internalised 
in price of automobiles 

UK Committee 
on Climate 
Change 

 

Source: Vivid Economics 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 4 – Sensitivity Analysis 

Throughout the main body of the report we have highlighted key assumptions we have made. In this 

appendix we provide examples of the direction and likely magnitude of changing these assumptions. This is 

not an exhaustive list and is intended only to provide an indication of the robustness of some of the 

estimates cited in the main report and factors that could have a substantial influence on these. 
 

Table 14. Sensitivity analysis of key variables 

Assumption Potential impact 

cost of capital 8% (real).  This could be high for some investments – e.g. moving to 5% real COC would increase EE 
NPV from £850 million to £880 million (c.3%) and rooftop solar from £640 million to £790 
million (c. 20%) 

RES costs: installation and 
operating costs  

Use BEIS central cost estimates at 2018 and 2020.  

Changing profile to DECC low cost 2020 scenario throughout the appraisal period would 
increase NPV from £650 million, to c. £800 million, but would be a very strong cost 
assumption 

EE costs We use BEIS estimates, and for domestic assume these decline to low cost scenario by 
2025. This is a relatively positive assumption 

Energy prices We use DECC central scenario. Raising would increase NPVs and possibly bring a couple 
more technologies into cost-effective (although marginal). Similarly, reducing energy 
prices would lower the NPV associated with energy efficiency investments and bill savings 

Employment generation: job 
creation per £1m invested  

We use central estimates from UK ERC – ranges could be used (and potentially wide), but 
are at best indicative 

Retention of induced jobs: 65% Local capture of induced jobs generated by investment and lower energy bills is 
calculated to match the share of local spending that remains in the region, as estimated in 
the regional household spending accounts generated by the Office of National Statistics 

Macro assumptions such as 
population growth, GDP growth, 
dwellings / floor space etc. 

We use central national statistics estimates. This does not take into account any 
specifically targeted growth in e.g. housing stock, and how this might be different to the 
current housing or consumption patterns of the population in the region 

Carbon price use CCC projection – no sensitivity recommended around this (impact would be on NPVs) 
 

Source: Vivid Economics 

  



 

 

Appendix 5 - Innovation Initiatives and 
Programmes 

This section provides an overview of both the Exeter region innovation initiatives and also a series of 

case studies of the experience elsewhere. We set out the multitude of programmes focused on supporting 

R&D in Exeter, with a general view to improving regional GVA. Then we describe three case studies chosen 

due to their representative nature of the historical experience of such programmes in the UK, and the 

availability of evaluation and impact data. 

 

The remainder of the section is structured as follows: 

– Section 0 provides a broad overview of the innovation programmes in Exeter that co-exist 

alongside Exeter City Futures 

– Section 0 describes the experience of the UK case studies: the Welsh Technium Programme; 

Science City York initiative; and the Norwich Science and Innovation Strategy 

– Section 0 summarises the key findings from the case study work and identifies lessons for Exeter 

City Futures. 

 

Exeter innovation initiatives 

The Exeter City Futures Accelerator Programme sits within a wider network of business and innovation 

supporting activities in the region. These include: 

– Innovation Exeter 

– SETsquared Exeter 

– The Exeter Initiative for Science and Technology. 

 

Innovation Exeter 

Innovation Exeter is an initiative formed by a partnership of key players from across the Greater Exeter 

region committed to establishing the area as one of the UK’s leading knowledge economies. This is within 

a framework emphasising the role of high performance computing, data analytics and applied 

environmental science. Innovation Exeter comprises the region’s local authorities, plus the University of 

Exeter, Exeter College, Met Office and Royal Devon and Exeter Foundation NHS Trust. 

 

The aim is to attract significant investment and create sustainable high-quality employment. This involves 

identifying the challenges that need to be addressed to raise income levels including retaining and 

attracting ambitious young people. Key initiatives include: 

– The Exeter Science Park – a 25 hectare science and business park under development by a 

partnership of Devon County Council, University of Exeter, East Devon District Council and Exeter 

City Council. It is supported by the Heart of South West LEP and the Home and Communities 

Agency 

– The Exeter Centre for Data Science – a central hub for development and application of data 

analytics within the university 



 

 

– The Institute for Complex Analytics, Risk and Resilience (I-CARR) – focused on combining modelling 

and analysis for global environmental systems, tipping points, city and regional scale analytics, data 

science and modelling for environmental resilience, risk and insurance 

– Met Lab – focused on facilitating access to environmental data, particularly via open source 

software/share tools; and bringing experts together to better understand and exploit the 

commercial application of meteorological data 

– The Environmental Hub to promote collaboration and innovation based on the world class 

expertise, knowledge and data held by the University and Met Office 

– The development and implementation of a series of Skills Escalators to meet the current and future 

needs of business – this includes the Institute of Technology serving the wider area but based in 

Exeter which would make a real difference to attainment and the supply of relevant key skills 

 

In addition to these core activities, the programme is also focused on the scaling up of business start-ups 

through the provision of support to SMEs and a targeted investment fund. Innovation Exeter also provides 

a Science Park Grow-on Space to accommodate new and existing knowledge and research based 

businesses. 

 

The programme appears to have a clear set of performance metrics in place – Innovation Exeter forecasts 

the total impact of their investment and activities over the next five years at £300 million, equivalent to 

an uplift of over 7% on Exeter’s 2014 GVA.34 The overall growth programme is geared to the creation of 

some 26,000 jobs over the next 10-12 years.35 The Science Park alone is forecast to generate 3,000 jobs 

when fully complete.36 

 

While these figures are publicised in the organisation’s marketing literature, no assumptions or rationale 

appears publicly available. 

 

SETsquared Exeter 

The SETsquared initiative comprises a research commercialisation programme for a consortium of 

universities comprising: Bath; Bristol; Exeter; Southampton; and Surrey. In Exeter, it operates out of the 

university’s Innovation Centre. The centre provides an array of facilities and services, including a 

conference centre and cafe, and access to leading-edge knowledge and expertise. It is home to a diverse 

group of clients, from public and private sectors, from start-up to mature companies. Currently, the centre 

hosts 53 organisations (not including subsidiaries), of which: 31 organisations are resident in offices or 

laboratories; seven using hot desks; and 15 are virtual clients. Such clients (not including the university) 

currently employ nearly 165 staff in the centre of which 69 new jobs were created after becoming centre 

residents. In 2015/16, resident companies turned over nearly £20 million. 

 

The Innovation Centre operates a SETsquared facility for the benefit of its clients – further accelerating 

their ability to develop and access technology, markets and finance. The main programme operated by 

SETsquared is iCURe. This is an Innovation to Commercialisation programme that offers university 

                                                      
34 http://www.exeter.ac.uk/news/events/details/index.php?event=5834 
35 https://cybernewsgroup.co.uk/directory/innovation-exeter/ 
36 http://www.exetersciencepark.co.uk/about/faq 

 



 

 

researchers with commercially-promising ideas up to £50,000 to ‘get out of the lab’ and validate their ideas 

in the marketplace.37 

 

The iCURe scheme is being piloted by the SETsquared partnership of Universities and is funded by a £3.2 

million investment from InnovateUK and the HEFCE.38 At present no independent evaluation of the 

programme’s impact is publicly available. 

 

The Exeter Initiative for Science and Technology 

The Exeter Initiative for Science and Technology (ExIST) is a sub-group of the Exeter Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry. The Initiative was founded in June 2011 with the aim to optimise interaction 

between science, technology, engineering, mathematics and medicine (STEMM) businesses trading in the 

area, to increase awareness of Exeter as a centre of science and technology, and to encourage investment 

in the STEMM industries in the Exeter city region.39 

 

The initiative focuses on building partnerships, through the development of business databases, knowledge 

and relationship networks and holding events. 

 

 

Innovation and city strategy case studies 

We have identified three UK examples of city-level programmes focused on innovation and/or city 

repositioning exercises. These have been chosen in order to provide an overview of the wider context in 

which Exeter’s programme sits; with a view to define the level of impact that is possible for the city region. 

The examples are: 

– The Welsh Technium Programme 

– Science City York 

– Norwich Science and Innovation City 

 
Welsh Technium Programme 

The first Technium opened in Swansea in 2001. The Technium Programme was originally developed and 

led by the University of Wales, Swansea (UWS) in partnership with the Welsh Development Agency (WDA), 

the City and County of Swansea, West Wales TEC, Business Connect and Swansea Institute of Higher 

Education (SIHE). The initiative aimed to bridge the gap between advanced academic research and 

commercial exploitation and create high value jobs to increase the retention of graduates in the local area. 

The aims of this initial Technium were to:  

– create a Business Innovation Centre; 

– support the growth of existing knowledge-driven SMEs;  

– support the creation of new knowledge-driven SMEs; and 

– create a one-stop-shop capable of providing a seamless support mechanism for R&D focused 

businesses. 

                                                      
37 https://innovationexeter.co.uk/campaigns?campaignId=155361 
38 http://www.setsquared.co.uk/start-support/innovation-centres/university-exeter-innovation-centre 
39 http://www.existexeter.co.uk/ 



 

 

 

The Swansea Technium was perceived as a success and was swiftly followed by a nationwide programme 

of Techniums from 2003 onwards. By 2007, there were a total of ten Techniums across Wales. During the 

same period, the WDA adopted a series of complementary ‘softer’ business support programmes alongside 

the Technium Programme, including the Innovation Network Partnership and Communities First 

programme.40 

 

The national Technium Programme was designed to provide physical environments where science and 

technology businesses could flourish and achieve their potential for high growth. The offer to the market 

included: 

– Accommodation – the provision of office space and state-of-the-art facilities   

– Business support – on-site access to specialist support services that cover a range of subjects such 

as finance, technology, HR and business expansion 

– Networking opportunities – connections between leading national and international companies 

and academics. 

 

The significant capital investment programme in the Technium buildings and facilities (up to £111 million 

over the period 2003-2007) was largely sourced from European Structural Funds. The success of the 

Swansea Technium was not replicated across the country, however, with very few businesses taking space 

within the Techniums and little evidence of high value job creation. In 2010, the Welsh Government took 

the decision to withdraw funding from the programme and immediately closed six of the facilities.  

 

While the scale of investment in the programme has been heavily criticised,41 there is at least a broad 

evaluation of the initiative available. This is unusual when compared to other EU funded innovation 

projects across the UK and allows us to learn lessons that may be applied to the Exeter context. There have 

been economic assessments of the programme carried out by both Cardiff University and a 2013 study by 

DTZ, on behalf of the Welsh Government and the European Union.42 These are in general critical of the 

programme in terms of the following issues: 

– Lack of a clear rationale for national roll-out of the programme, beyond the Swansea pilot  

– Absence of clear performance indicators for the national programme, including demand forecasts 

– Poor monitoring and evaluation process 

– Poor support for business development, beyond the provision of space. 

 

The DTZ study reveals that each job generated by the national project cost an average of £190,000 of 

public money, and occupancy rates at some facilities were as low as 4%. Further research carried out by 

Cardiff University has criticised the focus on providing physical incubator space, as opposed to investment 

in university-focused R&D activities as a key barrier to the programme’s success. 

 

While the Welsh Technium Programme is not necessarily an example of best practice in terms of 

fostering innovation in local areas, it does provide a series of lessons that Exeter can build on. It is clear 

that of a strong rationale for investment is required, as is a focus on existing RCA and the development of 

transparent performance indicators. 

                                                      
40 http://dspace1.isd.glam.ac.uk/dspace/bitstream/10265/545/1/murphyphd.pdf 
41 http://www.walesonline.co.uk/business/business-opinion/what-can-learn-100 million-10-4036144 
42 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regional-innovation-
monitor/sites/default/files/support_measures/reports/dtz_evaluation_of_techniums.pdf 



 

 

 

Science City York 

Over the last two decades, the City of York has undertaken a broad programme to develop its science 

and technology sectors with an emphasis on innovation and job creation. Founded in 1998 in a 

partnership between the Council and the University of York, the Science City York (SCY) initiative was the 

main programme designed to support the growth of the city’s science cluster. The organisation successfully 

lobbied for York’s status as a government-backed ‘Science City’ in 2005. 

 

York shares several traits with the Exeter city region, including many of the challenges with regards to 

generating high value jobs and increasing the share of R&D and innovation in the city economy. A 2009 

study of the city’s challenges, undertaken by Centre for Cities (Centre for Cities, 2009), identifies similar 

solutions and activities to those identified by Exeter City Futures, including: 

– Development of a science and technology cluster, building on existing comparative advantage 

– Supporting the growth of higher value jobs, particularly in the science sector. 

 

The Centre for Cities report also highlights how the main challenge facing the city is not a lack of focus on 

science and technology, but instead broader barriers in housing, transport and planning delays.  This is 

supported by other studies which conclude that “targeting the wider economic barriers that currently exist, 

such as planning, delivering on brownfield development, transport and housing. In many cases these policy 

areas can have a greater impact on improving rates of innovation than bespoke innovation policies” 

(Webber, 2008). 

 

The study emphasises that while the SCY initiative benefits from the presence of a leading research 

university, with specialisms in relevant areas. It also highlights that the relatively small size of the 

university (c. 12,000 students) has the potential to hold growth back. 

 

An SQW report produced for York in 2007 forecast that the number of businesses related to SCY would 

expand by approximately 5% per annum (SQW, 2007). This study is not publicly available and it is not clear 

what assumptions were made when preparing this forecast. It is not clear that this forecast was achieved. 

According to SCY (SCY, 2016), its programme impacts include: 

– Secured in excess of £30 million of direct investment in the sector in York, and from national bodies 

– Facilitated more than 4,000 business and industry partnerships and B2B contacts. 

 

In the absence of a full programme evaluation, we are forced to rely on the 2006 internal estimate of 400 

bioscience businesses in York and North Yorkshire, employing 9,200 people. There were also 1,800 digital 

businesses employing 15,800 people. It is not clear to what extent the SCY initiative has increased these 

numbers. While there is no full evaluation of the initiative available, it does appear that there have been 

significant qualitative or tangential improvements in York’s science and technology sectors as a result of 

SCY’s work. These include: 

– Improved and consistent place branding, and investment attraction: The development of a 

coordinated branding and marketing approach centred on SCY has raised the profile of both York 

and the science sector more broadly. This has been diluted somewhat by the recent subsuming of 

SCY into York’s wider investment promotion activities. 

– Focus on a limited number of areas of expertise: SCY initially focused on a few core areas of 

expertise within the University of York. This enabled resources to be better focused on a few 



 

 

‘winning’ sectors. It is worth noting that the scheme has been criticised for broadening this list of 

target sectors in recent years. 

– Greater regional collaboration: There has been recognition that due to the city and university’s 

relatively small size, there is a need to broaden the investment offer to the wider region, 

incorporating other areas of expertise and R&D in the region to the York city offer. 

 

Over the period 2007 to 2013, SCY was in receipt of approximately £41.5 million, just over half of which 

was sourced from European Regional Development Funds (ERDF) (Department of Communities and Local 

Government, 2014). The focus of the project was a mapping and quantification of available business space 

and infrastructure embedded within local businesses and research institutions, plus the development of 

further incubation facilities. This included knowledge transfer facilities as a part of York University’s 

expansion plans and laboratories for the Food and Environment Research Agency (FERA) (Yorkshire 

Universities & Yorkshire Forward, n.d.). This investment was part of the Embedded Business Space and 

Technology Transfer project, which sought to develop the innovation and technology capacity of York and 

the wider Yorkshire region. No full public evaluation of the programme is available.  

 

During the same period, the SCY initiative broadened to include additional partners, such as York St John 

University, and a wider remit to encourage growth in the digital and creative sectors. The scope of 

activities undertaken by SCY also broadened, with an increasing focus on investment promotion and 

business to business (B2B) facilitation. 

 

As of 2015, SCY has been incorporated into the wider York investment promotion network, ‘Make it 

York’. It is noted that this is against the recommendations in the Centre for Cities report, which highlight 

the importance of a targeted campaigning institution. It is thought that the reorganisation is as a result of 

the withdrawal of central government and ERDF funds. This is a change that is relevant to Exeter – the 

move away from a set of core growth sectors to a wider list of associated activities has the potential to 

undermine the wider city offer. In the case of SCY, the end of EU-derived funding meant that the 

organisation was forced to add ‘non-core’ sectors and activities to its mission, in order to attract funding 

from alternative sources and to fulfil the objectives of new funding agencies. 

 

Norwich Science and Innovation City 

The Norwich Science and Innovation City strategy is significantly less centralised than that found in many 

other cities. The strategy instead consists of several, sometimes unconnected, different programmes and 

activities led by a multitude of local actors including the private sector, government and academia. 

 

Central to the strategy was the development of the Norwich Research Park. Founded in 1992, the Park is 

a partnership between the University of East Anglia (UEA), the Norfolk and Norwich University 

Hospital (NNUH) and four independent research institutes: the John Innes Centre, the Quadram Institute 

Bioscience (QIB) and the Earlham Institute (all strategically funded by the Biotechnology and Biological 

Sciences Research Council (BBSRC)) and The Sainsbury Laboratory.43 

 

The Park was developed in response to the success of Cambridge Science Park, located in the adjacent 

county of Cambridgeshire, and due to a perception that UEA and Norwich was falling behind.  In 
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conjunction with the city council, and other research institutions, UEA led the project to attract investment 

in the scientific research sector. Described as Europe's leading centre for research in food, health and the 

environment, the Park provides employment to around 12,000 people including 3,000 scientists, 

researchers and clinicians and has an annual research spend of over £100 million. 

 

The Park’s Enterprise from Innovation Board is the main vehicle by which it engages with local business, 

with a view to foster entrepreneurial activity, with a stated aim of Norwich becoming a leading ‘science 

city’ by 2030. The Park, through its representation on the board of the New Anglia Local Enterprise 

Partnership, has seen many of its core aims set as LEP objectives. This is particularly the case in terms of the 

sector focus of the LEP within the Norwich area. These objectives include: 44 

– the creation of 95,000 more jobs; 

– 15,000 new businesses; and 

– 117,000 more homes, by 2026.  

 

These aims are laid out in the Strategic Economic Plan for the city and wider region and will be further 

developed in the forthcoming Economic Strategy for the East, due in late 2017. The New Anglia LEP has 

been a champion of the potential role of innovation and science in the local economy and has adopted an 

approach that builds on existing assets and research specialisms. Unlike other science city initiatives in the 

UK, Norwich has adopted a regional approach focused on both increased infrastructure investment and 

labour productivity. The city of Norwich, the Research Park and the university have adopted a common 

approach in lobbying central government for investment. This has largely been through the LEP. An 

example of this is the LEP’s unique negotiating on behalf of the region with regards to City Deals. New 

Anglia LEP is the only LEP to have signed City Deals for its area. 45 The aim of the Greater Norwich City Deal 

is to accelerate growth, and help unlock the potential of the Research Park, acting as a catalyst to benefit 

the Greater Norwich area including the Norwich International Airport aviation cluster and city centre digital 

businesses. 

 

Following the success of the Park, Norwich’s strategy has broadened to encompass health and digital 

technology. This is due to the influence of two main actors, namely the NHS and the LEP. Over the last two 

decades, Norwich has seen a significant amount of capital investment in local public health delivery. This 

has created opportunities to both redesign services and collaborate with the many research institution 

located in the city, particularly those within the science park. The LEP, focused as it is on its remit to 

improve productivity across the region, has identified additional sectors in which the area has comparative 

advantage. These have included: healthcare, as described above; and broader applications of science, such 

as the technology and digital sectors.  

 

Given the existing strength of the technology and science sectors around the city of Norwich, the LEP has 

focused on enhancing and targeting this cluster, rather than investing across the wider East Anglia area. 

The delivery of this broad strategy requires the identification and mitigation of obstacles to city-region 

productivity. In the case of Norwich, key obstacles were identified including road congestion, commuter 

transport capacity and a weak SME and entrepreneurial environment.  

 

These are all areas identified in the respective city and LEP strategies and focus points in the Norwich City 

Growth Deal. This has resulted in significant money, channelled via the LEP, into regional road and rail 
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transport and into the development of business incubator programmes. These include the Norwich 

BioIncubator and Innovation Centre, home to over 50 innovative science and IT based businesses. This was 

part-funded by £26 million of central government investment, sourced by the LEP. 

 

This investment has enabled the LEP to unlock sites for housing, a clear requirement to foster growth in 

the Science City. It is worth noting, however, that this housing development model has adopted a 

traditional approach whereby investment has been allocated to transportation measures that seek to 

expand supply and connectivity, thus facilitating greenfield development that was not previously viable. 

This is just one approach to delivering housing, the same investment could have been applied in a way that 

fostered innovation in other sectors of the local economy. There are few examples of such an approach in 

the UK, however.  

 

As the Norwich Science and Innovation City strategy does not comprise one programme, and does not 

have one clear sponsoring organisation, it is not possible to source a full assessment of its impacts. While 

some elements of the strategy have included performance targets, such as the LEP’s aspirations, these are 

either future targets, or have been superseded due to organisational change. However, given the use of 

both local and central government funds to finance these activities, it is assumed that these performance 

criteria will be subject to future audit and evaluation.  

 

While it is not easy to disentangle the performance of the various programmes being undertaken in 

Norwich, it is clear that the New Anglia LEP has proved an effective facilitator bringing these initiatives 

together, especially when applying for central government funds. This is of particular relevance to Exeter, 

where there is a complex network of organisations and initiatives focused on improving city-region 

innovation. 

 

Summary 

There is a mixed picture in terms of measurable impacts across the case studies. All three cases include 

business-focused interventions designed to aid start-ups and improve R&D activities. There are, however, 

significantly different outcomes in each. This is the case in terms of public perception and in terms of 

measurable outcomes. 

 

Very few UK examples of robust evaluations of incubator and innovation networks exist.  This has been 

identified as significant barrier to future development of such programmes, especially in a period of 

reduced central government spending and the potential future withdrawal of European structural funds. 

 

Given the absence if comparable impact indicators, it is difficult to draw concrete conclusions.  It is clear, 

however, that the Welsh Technium Programme has had minimal impact against its (relatively few) stated 

objectives. This is in contrast to the perception of the York and Norwich cases, although it is also apparent 

that the Science City York initiative has become less focused on its founding remit as funding streams have 

run out. This has caused problems, especially given the organisation’s own assessment that it needed to be 

focused on specific sectoral activities in order to be successful. 

 

In terms of common traits, one could describe both the York and Norwich examples as being more 

‘bottom up’ in contrast to the ‘top down’ development approach adopted in Wales. Both cases have 

drawn on considerable local academic and business support to develop place-specific plans. The Norwich 



 

 

Science and Innovation Strategy is particularly interesting as there is no central plan, but instead a series of 

parallel programmes which have been ‘branded’ by the local LEP, which uses this marker as a means to 

attract inward investment from central government and the private sector. 

 

It is also notable that in both the York and Norwich cases, one of the main barriers to higher GVA job 

growth has been identified as planning and transport constraints, with a particular focus on housing and 

congestion. These are also issues faced by the Greater Exeter region.  

 

While it is difficult to make direct comparisons to Exeter, given the different funding models and local 

contexts, there are few key lessons for Exeter City Futures if it is to undertake a successful innovation-

focused development strategy. These include: 

 identifying clear organisational objectives, that differ from those of parallel institutions; 

 developing easily measurable KPIs; 

 focusing on a limited number of innovative or R&D focused sectors based on local business and 

academic research performance; 

 identifying local bottlenecks or challenges impacting local economic growth in a broader sense; 

 identifying innovative ways to solve or mitigate some of these challenges, in terms of funding, design 

and delivery; and 

 developing relationships with regional cheerleaders, including LEPs, or others who can push forward 

City Growth Deal negotiations. 
  



 

 

Appendix 6 – Complexity Analysis 

 

Economic complexity analysis provides a cutting-edge way to analyse a region’s performance relative to 

its peers and was explored in an Exeter-context as part of this study. It also allows us to identify potential 

growth sectors for a city to target based on its existing capability and complexity profile. 

 

By focussing economic development on opportunity sectors that are complex, Exeter can maximise 

benefits for growth. Over time, developing comparative advantages in complex traded products correlate 

with above average levels of economic growth (Hausmann et al., 2011). We apply this method to 

employment sectors within the UK to identify which sectors may lead to the largest growth benefits. 

 

Table 1 provides the complexity scores for a basket of traded goods related to each employment sector 

identified in the TINA-related opportunity analysis in section 5.1.1. Traded product complexity is derived 

from trade flows available on the UN Comtrade Database. We calculate complexity scores for each product. 

In some cases, the UK regional product categories included multiple products analysed in trade data. In this 

case, we used a weighted average of the complexity scores across all relevant products to match it with the 

regional product categories.  

 

Sectors with products scoring above zero have an above average weighted complexity score and may 

offer particularly attractive growth benefits once developed. Overall, Table 1 suggests that those sectors 

most associated with the energy and transport opportunities represent relatively high complexity, although 

not uniformly so. The table also shows that Exeter does not currently have comparative advantage in many 

of these sectors, and success in increasing exports in these sectors will depend on developing such 

comparative advantage over time.  

 



 

 

Table 1. High-complexity sectors where Exeter currently has a comparative advantage 

Employment sector Complexity of traded products in sector 

Manufacture of electric motors, generators, transformers and electricity 
distribution and control apparatus 

1.08 

Manufacture of electronic components and boards 2.04 

Manufacture of glass and glass products 0.54 

Manufacture of cement, lime and plaster -0.93 

Manufacture of basic chemicals, fertilisers and nitrogen compounds, plastics and 
synthetic rubber in primary forms 

1.33 

Manufacture of basic iron and steel and of ferro-alloys 0.03 

Manufacture of beverages -0.67 

Manufacture of steam generators, except central heating hot water boilers -0.05 

Manufacture of domestic appliances 0.015 

Manufacture of batteries and accumulators 0.43 

Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment 1.87 

Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices -0.04 

Manufacture of clay building materials 0.91 

Manufacture of electric lighting equipment 0.58 

Development of building projects n/a 

 

Note:  Development of building projects is not included in traded product data, given it is a service industry. Bold Black indicates 
a sector in which it would be attractive to have comparative advantage. Bold Blue indicates a sector in which Exeter 
currently has a comparative advantage. 

Source: Vivid Economics 
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